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Brad Darkson, Research for Hold Me, 2020. Photo: Brad Darkson

A Telstra Touchfone, that classic landline model once found in many Australian homes, is mounted on
the wall outside the entrance to Adelaide’s Samstag Museum of Art. Lifting the handset allows us to
eavesdrop on a family’s conversation with Centrelink call centre staff. Listeners might catch a staff
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member trying to simplify a complex process for the client who, by the sounds of things, is doing the
washing up while conducting the conversation via speakerphone, or perhaps they will hear the
frustrating strains of Centrelink’s hold music.

Hold Me by Brad Darkson, one of five presentations as part of the 2020 Adelaide//International,
explores the architecture of bureaucracy and the way it choreographs our lives. The subject of

Darkson’s work is his own experience of addressing a “robo-debt” ascribed to him while working as

an artist, sessional university teacher and freelance sole trader. Inverting this private setting into the
public sphere, Darkson highlights the divides between the domestic and bureaucratic, between paid
and unpaid labour, not to mention class and racial divides. A side-effect of our pandemic world is
that social welfare has become a reality for many who never previously believed they would need it.
These divides are dissolving and those whose skills were previously valued by the state now find
themselves joining Darkson in the ever-lengthening Centrelink queue.

A lot has happened in the world since I visited Samstag during the launch of the Adelaide Festival a
few weeks ago. The buzz of those opening events has been replaced by the buzzwords “social
isolation” and “social distancing”. Many a meme has been circulated poking fun at the idea: “I’ve been
preparing for this my whole life”. But while the World Wide Web provides a way for many to remain
connected and continue their employment and other obligations, what of our physical bodies and the
way they relate to each other and the spaces around us?

As Samstag Director and Adelaide//International curator Erica Green presciently writes, this year’s
iteration of the exhibition “looks to the ways in which built forms can make us aware of the social,
spatial and temporal present”. Across five exhibitions-within-an-exhibition, this ranges from the
literal built form, to its imagining, reimagining, and dismantling. At the core of the exhibition and of
Samstag itself is John Wardle Architect’s work Somewhere Other (2018), a maze-like wooden
concertina structure formed in the mind of an architect, informed by the work of an artist and
filmmakers, and activated in the spatial and bodily interactions of the audience.
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John Wardle Architects, Somewhere Other, installation view, Samstag Museum of Art, 2020. Photo: Sam Noonan

Wardle worked with visual artist Natasha Johns-Messenger to develop and incorporate into
Somewhere Other two mirrors which are set at angles within the structure in such a way as to
confound the visitor’s sense of trajectory through the space. At least, I think it is two mirrors. The

unsettling cleverness of Johns-Messenger and Wardle’s creation is the slippage of boundaries. Is that
my shadow, or someone else’s, approaching? Who is around the corner? Where am I headed? The
disorientation is offset by the warmth and intimacy of the structure and its materials. The reddish
tones of the work’s wooden panelling contributing to a cocooning effect, while a bright red, blownglass nasal-phallic protrusion at one end punctures the structure, creating a viewfinder containing a
mirror which somehow draws in images from outside the gallery door. The external form,
characterised by jutting asymmetry, is traced with straight lines of steel which cast zig-zagging
shadows over the surface. These lines recall and celebrate the draughtspersonship of architectural
practice, the mark of the architect’s hand which is usually long gone by the time their work enters the
built environment.
A bespoke flatpack in a world of Allen keys (a seam runs horizontally through its centre), Somewhere
Other was originally shown in Venice at the 16th International Architecture Biennale and has
journeyed across the seas and been reassembled in Adelaide. Its bellows-like structure and apertures
suggest a long lens between Venice and Australia, playing with the motifs of the long-nosed Venetian
mask and Ned Kelly’s helmet. At Samstag it can be viewed from above through the atrium of the
museum Wardle himself designed. When viewed from this aspect, Somewhere Other appears like a
camouflaged creature resting on a leaf, its wooden panelling echoing the floorboards of the gallery.
This structure-within-a-structure is experienced as serendipitous but is no doubt a result of Green’s
deep familiarity with Wardle’s building.
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Somewhere Other suggests it is possible to occupy a contemplative interior state while stickybeaking
on the outside world. While this can obviously be understood in the context of contemporary life,
particularly under the present circumstances, it also evokes the invention which inspired its form –
the camera, by playing with the trickery of lenses, and bringing images from the exterior into its
interior. This is also achieved through Coco and Maximilian’s video works, digital portals depicting
architectural interiors that sit within an overall structure which is both enclosing and expansive.
Wardle’s work was not conceived as a miniature or fragment of an architecture project, but as an
instrument to present an idea about placemaking. Belgian artist David Claerbout also considers
placemaking in his work Olympia (The real time disintegration into ruins of the Berlin Olympic stadium
over the course of a thousand years) (2016 – ongoing). Hitler’s architect Albert Speer visualised the
stadium, built for the 1936 Olympics, as simultaneously a homage to the glory of the Roman empire,
and a monument to Nazi ascendancy that would gain gravitas as it crumbled into decrepitude over
the following millennium. With the stadium now repurposed, Claerbout takes humans out of the
picture, constructing a digital doppelganger which will algorithmically surrender to nature in real
time. The human body is in one sense redundant in this scenario – the stadium is left to the forces of
nature as flora creeps in and the seasons have their way with the building.

David Claerbout, Olympia (the real time disintegration into ruins of the Berlin Olympic stadium over the course of a
thousand years), 2016. Installation view, Samstag Museum of Art. Photo: Sam Noonan

On the other hand, the human body is central to this work – the stadium was built as a monument to
the magnificence of human achievement, and its monumental scale was intended to humble the
individual. Claerbout’s work is conceived as a 1000-year undertaking, bigger than any of us but with
the individual at its core – making, maintaining and viewing it. (The work is guaranteed to continue
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through Claerbout’s lifetime.) The scaling of his video work, with its two screens, one wall-scale and
horizontal, the other vertically presented at a lean, carefully considers the viewer’s body. The larger
screen pans around the stadium endlessly at a walking pace. Yet Claerbout’s longitudinal approach to
time challenges the fallibilities of the human body in the exhibition space, where attention spans

wane.

In Georgia Saxelby’s Lullaby, we also see monumental architecture, this time in direct interaction with
the human body. Saxelby’s work is part of Effect in three movements, the only presentation in 2020
Adelaide//International focusing on the work of women practitioners. The exhibition has a distinct
tone, representing a softening, a folding, of the traditional structures and strictures dictated through

the built environment. (In a sense Johns-Messenger’s mirrors play a similar role in Wardle’s work –
folding and reopening the space in new ways and bringing humanity and humour to the serious

business of architecture. Wardle professed to being surprised by the often-humorous reception of his
work during its Venice presentation.)
In Lullaby, three red-clad figures occupy a neoclassical colonnade, performing individual and
synchronised gestures against the soaring columns and endless steps. The two-channel video is

projected wall-scale into the corner of a gallery space, the channels’ central seam becoming a point of
reflection and inversion for the images. The figures caress the white stone and wring their hands

against a backdrop of water. Moving together, the angles of their bodies reflect those of the structure

yet contrast with its immovability.

Georgia Saxelby, Lullaby (still from video performance), 2017, in collaboration with Viva Soudan and Bailey Nolan.
Photo: Kristin Adair
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While Saxelby’s video is tucked away in a corner, Helen Grogan’s work ruptures out of the walls and
infiltrates other parts of the space with interventions intended to be altered by the artist during the
exhibition. Titled SET AND DRIFT (unfolding as 2–4 constellations for/of Samstag Museum of Art,

2020) (2020), Grogan’s work employs the “secondary architecture” of the gallery, exploring and
exposing the behind the scenes elements, the fixtures and support structures that are usually invisible
to most visitors. Banal video and photographic elements are positioned to draw viewers around the

gallery, causing us to follow paths and sightlines we may not have otherwise. This is choreography

both deliberate and open to chance.

In Zoë Croggon’s series of sculptural relief works, women’s fashion magazines are folded and
collaged to juxtapose and superimpose bodies, objects and spaces. The curve of a jawline drifts into a
swathe of fabric; a shoulder morphs into a handbag which switches into a stairwell. Croggon’s works
themselves are not entirely fixed – the magazines themselves are left in their rolled or folded state,
and it’s discomforting to realise that these women are being bent and folded to fit these material
trappings. This slipperiness of humans in the face of architecture can be seen across all the works in
Effect in Three Movements, and new gestural relationships are tested.

Helen Grogan, Set and Drift (unfolding as 2–4 constellations for/of Samstag Museum of Art, 2020). Installation view.
Photo: Sam Noonan

A few doors up in SASA Gallery, artist and architect Matthew Bird’s exhibition Parallaxis centres on a
video work depicting two figures crossing a starkly beautiful landscape with large wheel-like objects.
Bird employs a coolly seductive sci-fi aesthetic to imagine a futuristic mapping scenario drawing on
celestial surveying techniques. The two spacesuit-clad protagonists and their glowing wheels move
gracefully and continually, in a paradoxical attempt to pin coordinates through perpetual movement
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as they cross vast salt lakes and bushland, encountering nineteenth-century architectural ruins along

the way. Whilst mapping and surveying are central to humans establishing domestic settlements, Bird
shows their unlimited potential when looking to the vastness of outer space.

Museums are always implicated in the choreography of the body through space, and a key element of
exhibition-making considers the intellectual and physical narrative that plays out during a visitor’s

experience. Of the 2020 Adelaide//International’s five exhibitions-within-an-exhibition, four are solo

presentations and one a group show. The exhibitions of Bird and Darkson are located outside the
walls of Samstag itself, creating a clear delineation for those projects, while Wardle and Claerbout’s
projects and Effect in three movements are located inside Samstag. Wardle’s work sits at the heart of the
space, inhabiting the entire of the ground floor gallery and able to be viewed from the first floor
where Claerbout, as well as Croggon, Grogan and Saxelby’s work, is found. Depending on whether
visitors travel to the first floor via the lift or stairs, they might encounter Claerbout’s work first, or
Saxelby’s. The slippage between these elements is inevitable and serves as a reminder of architecture’s
active role in the navigating and synthesising of exhibitions.

Matthew Bird, Parallaxis, installation view, SASA Gallery, University of South Australia. Photo: Sam Noonan

As Green states in her introduction to the catalogue, architecture has an “indispensable role as a
‘choreographer of human experience’”. Temporarily at least this has taken on new meanings. We
dance around each other in space, instructed to leave a designated amount of room around our own
bodies. Our domestic spaces take on new significance: backyards and front verandahs, balconies, the
views from our windows, changing value as other options are denied. For some, a clear separation
between home and work has been shattered, as work enters the domestic sphere. For others, the
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home-office has long been a reality, but it is now occupied by other members of our family. For many
including those experiencing homelessness, the closure of public facilities will have a deep impact.
COVID-19 has forced humans to re-examine their relationship with architecture.
It has also forced a re-examination of our relationship with time. While we wait for unknown,
unspecified weeks and months in isolation, without work, without physical contact with our

communities, architecture exists, persists, in the background, supporting, surrounding, interrupting,
enduring, collapsing, being propped up. At Samstag, the apertures of Wardle’s organic-geometric

structure draw the gaze across an ancient-contemporary timeline; Claerbout’s video piece imagines
the present while creating the future; Saxelby, Grogan and Croggon rupture what seemed fixed; Bird’s
sci-fi-scape connects us with the universal expanse. And all the while we join Darkson and his family

in their kitchen, on hold with Centrelink. This suite of exhibitions serves as a timely reminder of the

dance that exists between space and time, and the capacity for architecture to conduct, contain,
record and imagine possibilities for the human condition.
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david claerbout dehumanizes jungle book's animals in 'the pure
necessity'
parasol unit presents ‘the pure necessity,’ belgian ar st david claerbout’s reimagining of the 1967 ﬁlm ‘jungle
book’. the near hour-long adapta on dispenses with the anthropomorphiza on of animals, copying the original’s
se ngs and characters but in a version that’s more like a nature documentary than a disney ﬁlm.
designboom had the opportunity to catch up with the ar st a�er he introduced ‘the pure necessity’ at engadin
art talks (E.A.T.). the theme for the two day programme was ‘silent — listen’, exploring the many aspects and
rela onships of silence and listening and the communica on of nature in its many facets, all themes that are
central to claerbout’s prac ce.

the pure necessity (s ll), 2016. single-channel projec on, 2D anima on, stereo sound, 50 min. courtesy of the
ar st. video: david claerbout, the pure necessity, 2016. ﬁlm trailer. courtesy the ar st.

‘in our lives we’re saying goodbye to a culture where you take vision for granted and it’s problema c because we
cannot live a single day without this conﬁdence system. it’s a process that lasted almost 200 years, from the
development or inven on of industrial prin ng to the photograph, and then the sequen al moving image.’
claerbout says.
‘we’ve created a conﬁdence system in which we make an analogy between the body of the camera – the lens –
and our own eyes. we go with the ﬂow and understand. we carry a li�le thing in our pockets, a phone with
something which we s ll call a ‘lens’ and that, as we speak, is disintegra ng and it’s interes ng to see what it is
being replaced by.’
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the pure necessity (s ll), 2016. single-channel projec on, 2D anima on, stereo sound, 50
min. courtesy of the ar st.

‘we’re obviously going to get something which will photograph out of darkness. the future of ‘the camera
image’ is obviously without the lens. it’s a paradox. dark op cs!’, claerbout adds.
‘we live in a visual culture and in our rela onship to technology we become technology. I ventured into aspects
of percep on and started to understand how we actually see. interes ngly, we don’t really see with our eyes, we
essen ally use our brains. how does the brain synthesize percep ons, emo ons from our sensory signals that
knowledge is provided?
what we know is based on centuries of a construc vist process. we capitalize on a huge amount of stored
knowledge and how our vision works is kind of similar to the digital camera (far more then to the analog
camera). but the digital camera is obviously in a transi on period. what we venture towards is something quite
diﬀerent.’
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the pure necessity, 2016, installa on view facade kunsthaus bregenz, 2018. photo: markus tre�er. image
courtesy of the ar st and kunsthaus bregenz

rather than repea ng the story of a li�le boy abandoned in the middle of a jungle, ‘the pure necessity’ reshapes
the sen mental story into a ﬁlm that leaves oﬀ from the ‘humaniza on’ of animals. instead, the troupe of
dancing and singing animal characters behave as their species would do naturally. balloo, bagheera and KAA,
whose songs have delighted children and adults for decades, are now back to being bear, panther and python.
claerbout works at the intersec on of photography, ﬁlm, and digital technology. he was originally trained as a
painter, before becoming more interested in me through inves ga ons in the nature of photography and ﬁlm.
his works and immersive installa ons fuse together the past, present, and future into elas c melines that
engage the viewer with philosophical contempla ons on our percep on of me and reality, memory and
experience, truth and ﬁc on.

‘when I started to work with 3D imaging I learned how vision separates shape, line, structure, texture, … it even
brought me back to early renaissance pain ng where you have a similar built up of the op cal posi on, star ng
with the line and ending with texture,’ he explains.
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the pure necessity, 2016, installa on view facade kunsthaus bregenz, 2018. photo: markus tre�er. image
courtesy of the ar st and kunsthaus bregenz

o�en depic ng some everyday ac vity or familiar event, claerbout’s works alter audience percep on of me
and narra ve, forcing them to process an unexpected reality. as is the case with ‘the pure necessity’, it also
features key characteris cs in claerbout’s inves ga ons such as me and silence, emphasising the ambient
sounds of the jungle and the meandering nature of animals that at mes appear almost mo onless.
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the pure necessity, 2016. installa on view at the chapel of san bas aun, zuoz, upper engadin, switzerland,
january 2020. image courtesy of the ar st and parasol unit founda on for contemporary art.

the hour-long adapta on took david claerbout and a team of professional ar sts over a period of 3 years to
create. it involved painstakingly redrawing the individual frames of the original movie by hand, one by one, and
then assembling them to create an en rely new, lifeless anima on. without narra ve, the animals move amidst
the jungle as if the story were of their own making.

‘when we have no more conﬁdence we can do two things: we can go mad, or we can pick up the project of the
enlightenment and reconsider many aspects of what the previous conﬁdence system was based on — and ﬁnd it
back.
ini ally, the reason why I work with the moving image is that I sense all this as not ‘within my universe in which I
feel at home’, but I wanted to ﬁnd back conﬁdence!’
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the pure necessity, 2016. installa on view at the chapel of san bas aun, zuoz, upper engadin, switzerland,
january 2020. image courtesy of the ar st and parasol unit founda on for contemporary art.

claerbout explained how these ideas ‘ﬁt’ into this year’s engadin art talks’ theme ‘silent — listen’…
DC: ‘the cinema became a place where people came to sit down together in silence, side by side, subcontrac ng
the conversa on to the screen. cinema had become a unifying space. destruc on, the carnivalesque, romance or
dance could be replayed ritualis cally in a temporal space that was certain to end, and o�en did end well. only
now that we watch content on tablets -alone- it becomes possible to appreciate cinema and television as a place
for being together, even if that means just si ng side by side in silence.
…and how ‘the pure necessity’ was a reﬂec on on the distance between sen mental fantasy and reality:

‘the pure necessity’ is made frame per frame by professional animators who were asked to take away life. the
choice to work with ‘jungle book’ was not accidental. the story is that of the strong and poten ally cruel helping
the weak, un l emancipated and ready to face modern life. around 1967, the individual did not look anything
like the individual of today. the individual was a single brick in the architecture of society, today the individual is
that society, millions of them.’
the pure necessity is currently on show in the romanesque chapel of san bas aun, in upper engadin in
switzerland.
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Critic’s Guides: Your Guide to Amsterdam Art Weekend 2018
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David Claerbout. Moving images humanization
Domus, August 8, 2018
Ginevra Bria

David Claerbout. Moving images
humanization
In Austria, at Kunsthaus Bregenz, Belgian artist turns the
museum into an unnatural landscape, disintegrating space and
time.

David Claerbout at Kunsthaus Bregenz offers a meditative show, consisting of video and
sound works. No curator, not title, the exhibition turns the Austrian institution into a
tangible phantasmagoria. In full compliance of Peter Zumthor’s suave building. The Quiet

Shore (2011),Travel , (1996–2013),Breathing Bird (2012),Radio Piece (Hong Kong), 2015,
Olympia (The Real-Time Disintegration into Ruins of the Berlin Olympic Stadium over the
Course of a Thousand Years), 2016 — 3016 and The Pure Necessity , 2016 inhabit four
ambiances, from the façade to the third floor.
Each single Claerbout solo show enshrines a gemma , a work relating and grafting whole
of the imagery branches of his poetic. From Van Abbemuseum (2005)to Centre Pompidou
(2007),from WIELS (2011)to SFMOMA (2011), from Marabouparken Konsthall (2015)to
MNAC — Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya, (2017)as well as to Schaulager,
Münchenstein (2017).
Even at Kunsthaus Bregenz, as it happened in Berlin in 2016, at KINDL – Centre for
Contemporary Art, the exhibition blooms around Olympia (The Real-Time Disintegration

into Ruins of the Berlin Olympic Stadium over the Course of a Thousand Years).This huge
cinematic narration, based on the computer-generated replica of the Olympic Stadium,
enhances the Ruinwert’s theory on human decadence.
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View gallery

David Claerbout, installation views inside Kunsthaus Bregenz ambiances, 2018

On the third floor, time and its perception becomes a single dimension. And the video
installation could be read as an attempt to measure biological duration against imaginary
duration. The grass slowly begins to grow, and lichens and other plants run wild. The
influence of the actual weather plays a crucial role in the work: real-time weather
information is constantly integrated into the ongoing disintegration of Claerbout’s
digitally rendered stadium.
The same approach to natura naturans concept corresponds to The Pure Necessity , a
single channel video, installed and projected directly on the façade. Over a period of
three years, David Claerbout and a team of professional artists painstakingly redrew the
frames of the original movie The Jungle Book (1967). Unlike his other films, these shots
were not digitally rendered. Instead, each frame was drawn by hand in the style of the
original animated film. In this Claerbout’s film, Baloo, Bagheera, and Kaa do not play no
more a musical, but they act as bear, a panther, and a snake into the wild. They are no
longer anthropomorphized.
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A similar process, involving a certain kind of in-human research has been contextualized
into the walled city of Kowloon. Indeed, on the second floor, at Kunsthaus Bregenz, the
audio-visual installation titled Radio Piece (Hong Kong) shows an uninterrupted
backtracking camera, smoothly moving from one type of space into another, starting
inside a photograph of a Zen garden, gradually revealing a cramped room, and finally
escaping from the vertical slum in the district of Hong Kong. Here a ritual sequence of
sounds misrepresents the perception of architectures, living conditions, mental and
virtual spaces, revealing how our mind could become unexpectedly hurbanized.

David Claerbout, Olympia (The Real-Time Disintegration into Ruins of the Berlin
Olympic Stadium over the Course of a Thousand Years), 2016-3016, third floor,
Kunsthaus Bregenz
Exhibition Title: David Claerbout Opening dates: 14 July – 7 October 2018 Venue: Kunsthaus
Bregenz Address: Karl-Tizian-Platz, Postfach 45, 6900 Bregenz, Austria
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Jungle Zoek
De Tijd Sabato, May 26, 2018
Thijs Demeulemeester

THE JUNGLE BOOK ZONDER MOWGLI TIJDENS ANTWERP ART WEEKEND

JUNGLE ZOEK
Drie jaar en 500.000 euro kostte het hem, maar in ‘The Pure Necessity’ kneep
videokunstenaar David Claerbout alle leven uit ‘The Jungle Book’. Wie vanaf dit weekend
in Antwerpen naar de animatiefilm zonder Mowgli en zijn dansende vriendjes komt kijken,
kijkt naar zijn eigen doelloze verveling. ‘Ik vind het niet erg als mensen in slaap vallen.’
TEKST: THIJS DEMEULEMEESTER FOTO: DIEGO FRANSSENS
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Thijs Demeulemeester

n oktober komt ‘Mowgli’ uit: een actiefilm rond Disneys
‘The Jungle Book’ met Christian Bale, Benedict
Cumberbatch en Cate Blanchett in de hoofdrollen. Maar
verder dan David Claerbouts versie - vanaf dit weekend te
zien bij galerie Micheline Szwajcer tijdens het Antwerp Art
Weekend - kan die actieprent niet staan. Zijn ‘The Pure
Necessity’ is ‘The Jungle Book’ zonder Mowgli. Maar ook
zonder dansende en zingende beren, pythons en slangen.
Zonder tekst of soundtrack. Zonder alle vermenselijkte elementen tout court.
Een uur lang zit je alleen naar de dieren uit ‘The Jungle
Book’ te kijken. En die wandelen verhaalloos en doelloos
rond in ‘hun’ natuur. ‘Zo’n 500.000 euro heeft de animatiefilm me gekost’, zegt David Claerbout (49) als we hem ontmoeten in een van zijn Antwerpse ateliers. ‘Drie jaar hebben
we eraan gewerkt met een studio van twaalf man. Dit lokaal
stond vol tekentafels en computers. We rekruteerden net
afgestudeerde animatoren om bij ons te komen werken. Alle
frames uit de animatiefilm hebben we lijn per lijn opnieuw
getekend. Ik ben er bijna failliet aan gegaan.’

I

Onwaarschijnlijk saai
Als het een troost mag zijn: ook voor Disney was ‘The Jungle
Book’ in 1967 een kostelijke grap. Met 4 miljoen dollar was
de verfilming van Rudyard Kiplings boek uit 1894 de duurste
animatie ooit. Maar die bracht al snel een veelvoud op. Met
cameratracking werden toen al de bewegingen van echte
dieren geregistreerd als inspiratiebron voor de animaties. De

catchy liedjes en levendige scenes met Mowgli en de jungledieren maken de laatste tekenfilm van Walt Disney himself
tot jeugdsentiment voor vele generaties.
Maar met die herinnering - en het bijbehorende verwachtingspatroon - speelt Claerbout meesterlijk. ‘De film en het
boek zitten in het collectief geheugen. Maar ik maak er fictie
van. Mensen zien niet wat ze zich willen herinneren. Zo doe
ik een ruimte ontstaan tussen het geheugen en het kijken’,
zegt Claerbout. ‘Dat is meteen voelbaar als ik mijn versie in
een cinema vertoon. Na vijf minuten vragen kinderen ‘of het
nog lang duurt’. Ze vinden het onwaarschijnlijk saai. En
omdat er geen muziek of tekst is, hoor je heel duidelijk de
magen van de toeschouwers grommen. Zelfs toen ik de film
in het Centre Pompidou in Parijs toonde, viel me dat enorm
op. Ik vind het niet erg als mensen in slaap vallen bij mijn
kunst. We beschouwen slapen als een noodzakelijk kwaad,
als inefficiënt tijdverlies. Maar ik beschouw tijd als rijkdom.
Ik push de perceptie van tijd in mijn werk.’

Obsceen genot
Claerbout maakte letterlijk een ‘slaapverwekkende’ versie
van ‘The Jungle Book’. Hij en zijn team tekenden alle frames
opnieuw, maar knepen er alle actie eruit. Claerbout gaf de
dieren hun jungle en hun ‘normale leven’ terug. Nu zijn het
eerder passanten in een documentaire dan acteurs in een
film. ‘In de originele tekenfilm zit een enorme puls: het is
entertainment dat als een verslavende suikerrush werkt.
Daarom blíjf je ook kijken: de film laat je niet los.’

‘The Pure Necessity’ van
videokunstenaar David
Claerbout is ‘The Jungle
Book’, maar dan zonder
actie. De beren, pythons
en slangen dolen in dit
werk een uur lang verhaalloos en doelloos
rond.
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‘In plaats van te dansen en te springen, moesten
de dieren in mijn versie net lam zijn. Ik zocht urenlang naar beeldmateriaal van dieren die zich vervelen. In de dierentuin van Spa liet ik me opsluiten
bij de wolven om te zien hoe ze bewegen in gevangenschap. Ik wou ruimte geven aan hun eenzaamheid, want de dieren in de film zijn nooit alleen of
aan hun lot overgelaten. Dat was voor mij het
grootste plezier van ‘The Pure Necessity’: binnendringen in het DNA van de animatie. Er zijn weinig
mensen die de film zo in detail kennen als wij. Het
was bijna obsceen hoe we de figuren eruit haalden,
hun energie leegzogen en ze weer uitspuwden.’

Freaky
David Claerbout is wereldwijd bekend om zijn
installaties met bewegende beeldmanipulaties,
waarin hij boetseert met tijd(sduur). In België
kreeg hij in 2011 een solo in Wiels in Brussel, maar
hij exposeerde ook al in Schaulager in Basel, het
Städel Museum in Frankfurt, Museum De Pont in
Tilburg en het San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art in San Francisco. Vanaf dit weekend is zijn
‘The Pure Necessity’ te zien bij de Antwerpse
kunsthandelaar Micheline Szwajcer, die na een
kort avontuur in de Brusselse Regentschapsstraat
haar oude galerieruimte heropent als projectspace.
Claerbout zag Disneys verfilming van ‘The Jungle
Book’ voor het eerst als zesjarig jongetje, in
Cinema Majestic in het West-Vlaamse Harelbeke.
‘Maar het idee voor mijn kunstwerk kwam eerder
toevallig. Toen ik voor een ander filmproject aan
het researchen was naar beelden van wilde dieren,
botste ik op YouTube toevallig op een opname van
‘My Own Home’: een tragisch liedje uit ‘The
Jungle Book’. Ik kon het nog woord voor woord
nazingen. Echt freaky, na 43 jaar. Het nummer
bleef plakken en ik kreeg het idee om ‘The Jungle
Book’ te ontmenselijken. Ik wou vorm geven aan
de eenzaamheid. Eerst probeerde ik het via 3Dtechnologie: we maakten 3D-animaties van alle
dierlijke personages. Maar na een half jaar zagen
de beelden er te fake uit. Vijftigduizend euro lichter
besefte ik dat ik een inschattingsfout gemaakt
had: al het werk in de vuilnisbak. Dus begonnen we
opnieuw. Eerst storyboards tekenen en dan frame
per frame de tekening ‘ontzielen’. Animatie is leven
blazen in een verhaallijn. Ik deed het omgekeerde:
ik slorpte het leven eruit.’
Wat overblijft na die enorme klus is een tekenfilm
met beesten die doelloos rondlopen. Je hoort wel
takken kraken en bladeren ritselen. Maar voorts
gebeurt er niks. Soms zit je zelfs secondenlang

‘DRIE JAAR
HEBBEN WE
AAN DEZE
ANIMATIEFILM
GEWERKT, MET
EEN STUDIO VAN
TWAALF MAN.
IK BEN ER
BIJNA FAILLIET
AAN GEGAAN.’
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naar een leeg landschap te kijken. ‘Als je de dieren in ‘The Pure Necessity’
bezig ziet, denk je: zijn dat nu de filmsterren van toen? Ze lijken wel eenzame
mensen, alleen op hun appartement. Een soort OCMW-bejaarden zonder
levenslust, die duidelijk gebrek hebben aan sociaal contact.’
Het saaie, lege bestaan dat de dieren in zijn film leiden, is een metafoor voor
het leven dat Claerbout al even doelloos vindt. ‘Het leven heeft geen scenario,
geen happy end. Voor mij is dat een bevrijdende gedachte. De dood is niets
anders dan een vorm van recyclage.’

Rechtszaak?
Benieuwd of Walt Disney Claerbouts titanenklus ook als ‘creatieve recyclage’
beschouwt. Een rechtszaak is er nog niet van gekomen, maar de kunstenaar
heeft er sowieso een goed oog in. ‘Niet dat ik ze kan betalen, maar als er ooit
een proces komt, dan win ik het. Op de kunstbeurs Art Basel was de film te
zien op de sectie Unlimited. De Aziatische vertegenwoordiger van Disney, een
grote kunstverzamelaar, kwam na de projectie naast me staan. ‘Am I in trouble?’, vroeg ik hem voorzichtig. Hij stelde me gerust: ik moest me geen zorgen
maken. ‘The Pure Necessity’ lijkt op het eerste gezicht plagiaat of appropriatie. Maar als rechters de hele film bekijken, zullen ze onmiddellijk begrijpen
dat mijn werk iets compleet anders is.’
‘Het onderwerp van ‘The Pure Necessity’ is niet ‘The Jungle Book’, maar de
mens die aan het kijken of wachten is’, aldus Claerbout. ‘Als je het geduld
hebt om te blijven kijken, voel je de eenzaamheid van die dieren echt. En die
straalt af op de toeschouwer. Ook hij begint zich eenzaam en verloren te voelen. De film slaat over op het lichaam en de geest van de kijker. Die zit naar
zijn eigen verstrijkende tijd te kijken. Dat is de kern van mijn hele oeuvre.’
Ook het anti-antropocentrisme is een thema dat in heel veel van Claerbouts
videowerken terugkomt. ‘Ik duw de mens graag naar de achtergrond. Dat
heeft een reden: we moeten als mens dringend beginnen te beseffen dat de
wereld ons minder nodig heeft dan wij haar. Cinema is narcistisch: het onderwerp is altijd de mens. Maar in mijn films is de tijd de topic.’
Daarom noemt Claerbout ‘The Pure Necessity’ ook een sleutelwerk in zijn
oeuvre. ‘Zelfs een van de vijf belangrijkste die ik heb gemaakt. De film geeft
zo’n grote vorm aan tijdsverloop. Het werk heeft eeuwigheidswaarde, omdat
alle tijdelijke elementen die naar de beschaving verwijzen, weggegomd zijn.’

Michaël Borremans
Het is aanlokkelijk om na te denken over welke andere films of fabels je nog
zou kunnen ‘ontmenselijken’ zoals ‘The Jungle Book’. ‘Alice in Wonderland’
bijvoorbeeld, geschreven in dezelfde tijd als het verhaal van Rudyard Kipling,
met dezelfde soort pratende dieren in de hoofdrol, die mensen een gelijkaardig moreel lesje willen leren. ‘Ik heb erover nagedacht. Maar echt waar, zoiets
doe je maar één keer in je leven. Ik heb dit project echt wel gepusht tot aan
mijn limieten, ook financieel. Vergeet niet dat ik Michaël Borremans niet ben:
mijn schilderijtjes verkopen niet automatisch. Ik ben misschien een van de vijf
videoartiesten op de wereld die goed van hun werk kunnen leven. Maar van
deze film bestaan maar zeven versies en één artist’s proof. Dat verkoopt niet
zo makkelijk als een schilderij.’
‘Na vijf minuten vragen kinderen al
‘of het nog lang duurt’. Ze vinden
‘The Pure Necessity’ ontzettend saai.’

David Claerbout, The Pure Necessity, nog tot 30 juni bij Micheline Szwajcer, Verlatstraat 14
in Antwerpen. Behalve Claerbout nodigt Szwajcer ook de Brusselse galerie Dvir uit, met
werk van Latifa Echakhch en Miroslaw Balka. www.gms.be
Het Antwerp Art Weekend, tot 27 mei op zestig verschillende locaties in en rond
Antwerpen. https://antwerpart.be/weekend/
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Views: Basel
Spike, Autumn, 2017
Elise Lammer

Views

BASEL

David Claerbout
“Olympia”
Schaulager
1.6. – 22.10.2017

David Claerbout: I’ve always known
that I didn’t want to be “political” and
instead always tried to work from a
diverted perspective. With anything

Courtesy Esther Schipper, Berlin; Sean Kelly, New York

Photo: Tom Bisig, Basel © Bildrecht Wien, 2017

Installation view
Ausstellungsraum Klingental, Basel
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Olympia (The Real-Time Disintegration into
Ruins of the Berlin Olympic Stadium over the
Course of a Thousand Years) (2016–) is a
digital reconstruction of the Olympic
Stadium in Berlin created by scanning
every stone of the Nazi-built edifice in
order to produce the most accurate 3D
version of it possible. Since it was first
exhibited in New York in March 2016,
the building has been subjected to a
real-time simulation of natural erosion
that is planned to last for a thousand
years. The two-screen projection shows
the trajectory of a camera circling the
exterior of the stadium, as well as the
evolution of the surrounding vegetation, which is synchronised with
Berlin’s current weather conditions. An
interview by Elise Lammer.
Elise Lammer: In this work as well as in Oil
workers (from the Shell company of
Nigeria) returning home from work,
caught in torrential rain (2013) you
address traumatic episodes of recent and current European history, from colonialism and
the exploitation of West African workers to
the legacy of National Socialism. But your
work is never directly confrontational – it’s as
if you were trying to avoid making political
assumptions.

political, the trap is that the moment
that the urgency of the topic disappears,
the validation of the work is called into
question. That said, and you’re right, my
subject matter always has a political
load. For Olympia it was really about a
narrative pleasure that I couldn’t find
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anywhere else. It’s still very difficult to
talk about National Socialism, and it
seems there is no other way to address it
than through horror. When I conceptualised the work, I really liked the idea of
talking about vegetation and weather
and in this way distracting the viewer
from the building standing right in the
centre of the screen. By focusing on
secondary items digitally, I want to prevent verbal conclusion.
You manage to build situations that look as
real, if not more, than their models. Once animated, they usually simulate what they usually
do, in a very unspectacular fashion. Why do
we need to simulate something that is already
happening?
With any technological device, the first
thing that is lost is the sensation of synchronicity. To be here and now with the
work is a battle that is long lost in gaming and cinema. I accept this suspension of disbelief and wouldn’t pretend
to present a world that is more real, as
I’m trying to create one in which the
forgery gives itself up rather quickly. In
Olympia the way the camera moves
autonomously, without any operator,
indicates that it’s a completely synthetic
situation. I also decide to sometimes
focus on grass or small background elements that are rendered glitchy by the
computer, in order to reveal the mechanism behing it. Things never look photo-real, but they look in sync with what
we would consider photographic. I’m
excited to see how Olympia’s aesthetic
will survive in the coming years. I hope
that by choosing an icon that belongs to
the past, I protected it from visual obsolescence. The work was born old and
that helps to preserve it from momentary trends. This brings us back to the
unspectacular: it’s very strange to work
with a technology that is so demanding
and expensive to handle in order to
generate a tree that is growing and
moving in real-time, because it’s completely pointless. We usually expect
technologies to be spectacular, and to
use them to create a trivial thing is by
itself a gesture that defies the current
economic model.

David Claerbout, Olympia (The real-time disintegration into ruins of the Berlin Olympic stadium over the course of a thousand years), start March 2016
Two-channel real-time projection, colour, no sound, HD-animation, 1000 years
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Millennarian Cinema: David Claerbout and Olympia
Millennium Film Journal, Spring, 2017
Steven Jacobs

Millennarian Cinema:

David Claerbout and Olympia
KINDL Center for Contemporary Art, Berlin
September 11, 2016 - May 28, 2017

From September 2016 through the end of May 2017,
David Claerbout’s new piece entitled Olympia (The Real-Time
Disintegration into Ruins of the Berlin Olympic Stadium over the
Course of a Thousand Years) is shown in a huge room of the KINDL
Center for Contemporary Art in Berlin. A smaller version of the
moving-image installation was put on display last fall and winter
at the De Pont Foundation in Tilburg, the Netherlands.
Olympia is a two-channel video projection that simulates
the natural process of decay of the 1936 Berlin Olympic stadium.
One screen shows only static shots of details of the impressive
building designed by Werner March and the archaizing sculptures
by Karl Albiker, as well as shots of the pavement, trees, and grass.
The other screen, much larger than the first, is a simulation of
an uninterrupted, slow tracking shot of the digitally rendered
building’s exterior. Emphasizing the solidity, monumentality, and
sculptural qualities of the structure, Claerbout’s HD animation
film evokes a disembodied camera that situates the stadium in
a world devoid of human beings. In addition, there is hardly
a sense of scale. Even the windows, doors, and gates of the

8

building might be more appropriate for the Olympian superhumans in the opening sequence of Leni Riefenstahl’s Olympia
(1938). Designed for cheering crowds, the now empty and silent
stadium creates an uncanny atmosphere tallying with the sublime
dimensions of the building as well as with those of Claerbout’s
film, which is supposed to last for a thousand years.
In large parts of the film, we can see a glimpse of the
building’s context on the edge of the frame: a misty landscape
with some trees and contours of adjacent buildings. At a certain
moment, apparently determined by actual weather conditions,
the camera approaches the stadium and climbs into the external
gallery on the first floor, now offering a better view on the
surrounding park-like landscape, the road, and the wide-open
cement plaza. When the camera passes the main gate, we get a
clear view of the stadium’s interior with the impressive spectators’
area and the metal cauldron for the Olympic flame. Following
in an anti-clockwise direction, the circular camera movement on
the oval-shaped building emphasizes the endlessness (or rather
the millennial proportions) of the film. At certain moments,

MILLENNIUM FILM JO U R NAL
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Millennarian Cinema: David Claerbout and Olympia
Millennium Film Journal, Spring, 2017
Steven Jacobs

David Claerbout, TOP Olympia (Simulation
View from Albiker to East Gate in Snow) (2016),
drawing. Courtesy the artist.
BOTTOM Olympia (Impression of Rain) (2016),
drawing. Courtesy the artist and De Pont,
Museum of Contemporary Art, Tilburg.

David Claerbout, Olympia (2016), screengrab.

one gets the impression that the building itself is rotating on its images, Claerbout’s works are primarily understood as reflections
axis, almost like a huge mechanical clockwork or a ring-shaped on time and duration. Extended duration and the idea of an
monument with 178 unadorned pillars, the site of an ancient endless, eternal, or cyclical film already marked Bordeaux Piece
solar cult. As it turns out, the camera circles the building in the (2004), another film featuring an architectural landmark (Rem
Koolhaas’ Maison à Bordeaux). Watching this film, spectators
course of exactly one hour.
With its focus on the Berlin stadium, Olympia connects only gradually realize that the work does not consist of a loop
with many of Claerbout’s earlier works featuring architecture. projection but that the actors and crew are repeating the same
scenes over and over, spanning an entire day from dawn to
Like The Stack (2002), it visualizes the play of light on
architectural fragments in a dilapidated landscape. Like Man dusk. Olympia, too, stretches the limits of the perception of
REVIEWS
Under Arches (2000), it evokes the sublime power of empty time as Claerbout now exceeds the human ability to imagine
spaces and neoclassical buildings. Like Kindergarten Antonio the real-time projection meant to last thousand years. The work
Sant’Elia, 1932 (1998) and Reflecting Sunset (2003), it deals itself, of course, changes endlessly and a visitor seeing the work
with 1930s official architecture in a totalitarian state. Many of in May 2017 will have seen a quite different film than somebody
Claerbout’s works are characterized by his interest in modernist seeing it a few months earlier or several years later.
Moreover, Claerbout plays on the contrast between the
architecture and its utopian aspirations, perfectly evoked by the
geometric surfaces and the glass volumes in Shadow Piece (2005), solidity of the massive building and the small contingencies
in which characters seem incapable of entering the building. of the passing of time. The eternal structure of the stadium
The Berlin stadium, of course, and its vast solid volumes as well becomes the stage for the presence of ephemeral elements such as
as its associations with a regime marked by obscurity, contrasts moving leaves on the floor, growing weeds, fluctuating light, and
sharply with the elegant glass volumes celebrated in modernist meteorological changes. With the help of a real-time computer
architecture. Ironically, to Hitler’s dismay, Werner March initially program, real-time weather information and the position of
designed a modernist stadium for the Berlin Olympics. Albert the sun and light conditions are constantly integrated into the
Speer allegedly redesigned it overnight, giving it a more classical film. Claerbout evokes the limits of the “digital sublime” rather
look to invoke comparisons with the Colosseum in Rome. In his than the imperial dream of a millennial architecture. Although
memoirs, Speer advocated the Romantic Ruinenwerttheorie (or the work is the result of a vast undertaking involving many
theory of Ruin Value), which stipulates that a building should be collaborators, which, at this stage, already guarantees the work’s
designed such that it would leave behind aesthetically pleasing progression for the next 25 years, the promise of an “eternal” film
ruins after its eventual collapse. In so doing, Speer made a plea can only be considered ironic given the short life span of digital
for an architecture with its appearance in a thousand years in formats and the constant need of software updates. Olympia is
mind, the Colosseum being an explicit example, reflecting the not only a memorial for (im)perishable buildings, it is also a
meditation on the disintegration of their visualizations.
notion of a “Thousand-Year Reich” propagated by the Nazis.
In this way, the building combines architecture with time,
the other major preoccupation in Claerbout’s oeuvre. Often
STEVEN JACOBS
exploring the boundaries and tensions between still and moving
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Millennarian Cinema: David Claerbout and Olympia
Millennium Film Journal, Spring, 2017
Steven Jacobs

David Claerbout, TOP Olympia (Simulation
View from Albiker to East Gate in Snow) (2016),
drawing. Courtesy the artist.
BOTTOM Olympia (Impression of Rain) (2016),
drawing. Courtesy the artist and De Pont,
Museum of Contemporary Art, Tilburg.
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Appropiate Behaviour
Elephant Magazine, Spring, 2017
Emily Steer

Appropriate
Behaviour

David Claerbout’s highly
original works are often obviously
and explicitly derived from
pre-existing sources, from
Disney’s The Jungle Book
to Alfred Wertheimer’s photograph
of a young Elvis Presley.
“Appropriation culture, which
is enormous and will only increase,
will expose the limits of copyright
law,” the Belgian artist tells Emily
Steer. “I expect the whole system
to implode at some point.”
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Appropiate Behaviour
Elephant Magazine, Spring, 2017
Emily Steer

While not strictly an appropriation work, David
Claerbout’s Die reine Notwendigkeit (The Pure
Necessity) has the potential to ruffle feathers,
and it’s not difficult to see why. Disney aren’t
known for their warm and cuddly approach to
borrowers, and Claerbout’s hour-long animation carries many visual similarities to the 1967
Jungle Book.The work presented a potential legal
minefield for the artist, who has spent three years
seeking advice on various elements of the film,
from the idea of using the original background
(itself deemed “a work of art”) to the presentation of individual stills and clips independent of
the complete work.
This isn’t exactly new ground for Claerbout.
His works often touch on issues of borrowing,
though they feel far more complex than the more
brazen kind of appropriation we typically associate with the likes of Richard Prince and Jeff
Koons. Things tend to be complicated by the
artist’s penchant for new technology too. In the
case of king (After AlfredWertheimer’s 1956 Picture
of aYoung Man Named Elvis Presley), Claerbout

brought a photograph of Elvis to vivid threedimensional life by grafting fragments of the singer’s skin taken from a multitude of other images
to the 2d original.
“How do you claim copyright of a thing that
has been entirely blended into a new synthetic
reality?” the artist asks when we discuss Die reine
Notwendigkeit and his wider use of found imagery. “I think in the end an ideal court case is
one where, through democracy, our common
values are the only reference.”

What first interested you in working with
The Jungle Book for Die reine Notwendigkeit?
I was working on something else which was going
to be a spatial installation with a wolf, a deer and
several other animals observing a tent in a forest
early in the morning. It was going to be about a
very simple back-and-forth of mankind looking
at nature and animals in a suspicious way, and,
on the other hand, nature and animals looking
back at mankind in a very open way.That was in
my head for more than a decade. I started doing

research in zoos and animal parks where I could
observe animals in captivity.That project didn’t
happen because while preparing for it I got the
idea for Die reine Notwendigkeit. I had so much
footage in my head from filming animals and they
happened to coincide with the characters in The
Jungle Book. I came across the final song where
the girl sings as she approaches the water and notices Mowgli. I realized the last time I heard that
song must have been when I was six or seven years
old and I didn’t know if the song was uncanny
or familiar, whether it was horrific or soothing.
At that moment the synthesis of the whole project came—that this was going to be something
where I removed all narration and all dialogue,
every type of dancing and, as much as possible,
all anthropomorphic features from the animals.
I realized from day one that the copyright issue
might be enormous, but this is always interesting
in the relation between conceptualizing something and actually making it. You have to produce the work in order to see the concrete reality of these issues for yourself.Where we are now,
three years later, most of the advice that I have
been getting from professional lawyers has been
in my favour—even for the coloured version,
which me and my studio feared looked too much
like the original—but only on one condition: that
the viewer sees the entire hour. If the viewer only
sees an excerpt, a few seconds, stills or installation shots, then it will give an enormously distorted image of what I have done with The Jungle
Book. That brings me to something that I have
always been looking for: that duration is key to
understanding what I’m doing.

Copyright can be very complicated, especially in
art copyright cases where there are a lot of grey
areas that can be open to interpretation. During
the process did you receive very varied feedback on
what was and wasn’t advisable?
You can be in a comfort zone one minute, and
then the next question comes and you’re in an
illegal zone. There was the question: Did you
reuse the coloured backgrounds from the original? I had reused and altered the original painted
backgrounds because we needed that to erase
the border between the original and my piece,
which is crucial to the work. There we immediately entered into a territory that the lawyer said
was problematic, because the background itself
is also a work of art. I was amused by this verdict
because it’s always been at the core of my work
too, the relation between background processes
and the foreground.
The backgrounds are all new now, so there is
very little recuperation of the original. We have
worked with professional animators, eight of
whom have this animation as their most complex and challenging work. Some had a moral
problem with it. Mainly in the beginning they
weren’t sure if they wanted to work on it because
they were afraid of being prosecuted themselves,
even though I’m the only one signing off the
work. But as the work nears completion we feel
more relaxed about the copyright issue. There
the borrowers 103
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These pages
KING (after Alfred
Wertheimer’s 1956 picture
of a young man named
Elvis Presley), 2015–16
production screen shots

images courtesy the artist

are some of these pieces, as an artist, that you
just have to do.You are ideologically motivated
by them and it helps not to want to get rich. Do
you know the irony? It’s not even an appropriation work. Certain cultural aspects of The Jungle
Book have been appropriated but concretely the
entire animation has been made anew.

Do you want the question around copyright to be
present for the viewer, or do you see it as a separate,
practical issue?
I think it is an involuntary question, so it happens and I love to talk about it, but it’s not about
copyright.The production that I’ve made is very
close in appearance to the original—unless you
keep looking.The more you keep looking—and
this brings me back, I suppose, to the signature
in all the work I’ve made—the more the same
thing transforms into a different reality, a different being. Die reine Notwendigkeit is just a simple piece of language and the complexities of it
don’t lie in the copyright issues, I don’t think. It
might become, and I hope it does, a fruitful basis
for conversations on copyright because it is a very
slow-burning example. The work of Richard
Prince is of a different nature, it’s much more
tableau-esque than mine, it’s far more monumental. Some of the Koons pieces that he’s been
contacted about [regarding copyright infringement] become obviously incorporated capitalist
sculptures. Pieces like that beg for prosecution.
I have followed certain cases with great interest,
like Luc Tuymans. In the case of Tuymans you automatically drag the idea of the masterpiece into
the equation and singularity versus the product
of a photographer which is plurality and reproduction.Then of course there’s the market value,
which can go to several millions of dollars versus
a more evenly distributed, demographic reproduction as in photography or video. That plays
an important role, I think, whether you work in
the market of scarcity or the market of plentitude.
What I’ve noticed in all the discussions of copyright issues is there is a tendency to look for general solutions, which is normal—people would
like to mould things in law which apply across a
load of artworks. For each case that I’ve followed,
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make Die reine Notwendigkeit, the mistake is to
try to generalize things that have a very specific
language. The reason it’s becoming so complicated, I think, is because copyright laws are based
very much on a time when image culture had not
developed the way it has in the last forty or fifty
years.The language of image culture has become
a very sophisticated language spoken by the intelligentsia. It’s lightning-fast language that makes
it very hard for a proper judgement in court.
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In king (After Alfred Wertheimer’s 1956
Picture of aYoung Man Named Elvis Presley)
you used many pre-existing photographs to
build a 3d image of Elvis. Do you feel the
use of 3d technology further complicates the
idea of borrowing images?
Absolutely. I think artists who mix previously
separate media are exemplary of contemporary
visual language. Obviously things will have to be
reconsidered. More broadly this whole culture
is locked up in a balloon that is ever expanding.
Nothing falls out of it and nothing escapes from
it. It is as if we are grabbing from a pool of source
material which has been produced already and
has a certain authorship already. Looking is increasingly happening in darkness, coming from
gathered ideas that are found here and there.
So the whole issue of observation is changing,
image-making is changing. Appropriation culture, which is enormous and will only increase,
will expose the limits of copyright law. I expect
the whole system to implode at some point.
Is it not possible for the law to catch up, then?
No, I don’t think so. For example, you mentioned
the case of king. For king we have authorization
for the original image to which I refer in my rather
long title, but there is another aspect. In order to
make the work I gathered every possible piece of
skin I could find in photographs of Elvis Presley.
How do you claim copyright of a thing that has
been entirely blended into a new synthetic reality? I think in the end an ideal court case is one
where, through democracy, our common values are the only reference or the only guidelines.
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David Claerbout: “Olympia”
Wall Street International, April 30, 2017
Elise Lammer

10/22/2019

David Claerbout: “Olympia” | Wall Street International Magazine

David Claerbout: “Olympia”
11 Sep 2016 — 28 May 2017 at the KINDL - Centre for Contemporary Art in Berlin, Germany
30 APRIL 2017

Exhibition view "Olympia“, Photo: Jens Ziehe, © David Claerbout / VG BILD-KUNST, Bonn, 2016

David Claerbout shows his work Olympia (The Real-Time Disintegration into Ruins of the Berlin Olympic Stadium over the
Course of a Thousand Years) in the imposing 20-metre-high Boiler House of the Kindl – Centre for Contemporary Art. This will
continue the exhibition series inaugurated by Roman Signer’s Kitfox Experimental: once a year, the Kindl invites an artist to
realise a single work for this unique space.
Video installations of suggestive slowness are characteristic of the work of the Belgian artist David Claerbout (born in 1969).
Through his precise compositions, the flow of time becomes almost physically tangible. The artist often draws his material from
reconstructed or computer-generated images, historical photographs, or his own film footage, which he weaves together into
multilayered works.
With Olympia, which was completed this year, Claerbout now aims at a dimension that far exceeds the human ability to imagine
time: the real-time projection is meant to last 1,000 years and thus radically surpasses our own experience of the world. Its
point of departure is the Berlin Olympic Stadium—the site of the 1936 Olympics—which the artist painstakingly digitally
reconstructed to show its disintegration over the next 1,000 years. The work makes reference to the “Thousand-Year Reich”—a
concept that was adapted above all by the Nazis—and the crude ideas of the architect Albert Speer. In his “theory of ruin value”,
Speer called for architecture to be designed with its appearance in 1,000 years in mind, with the Colosseum in Rome as his
explicit example.
Beyond these references, however, David Claerbout’s project Olympia is primarily to be understood as a reflection on time and
perception. The slow disintegration of architecture does not fit within our time horizon. In real time, this process will be shown
on a monumental screen in the Boiler House at the Kindl. The grass slowly begins to grow, and lichens and other plants run
wild. The influence of the actual weather plays a crucial role in the work: real-time weather information is constantly integrated
into the ongoing disintegration of Claerbout’s digitally rendered stadium. In order to allow visitors to experience the effects of
various seasons, times of day, and weather conditions, Olympia will be on view free of charge at the Kindl for approximately
nine months.
https://wsimag.com/art/25616-david-claerbout-olympia
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Countering the classic: Cheeky David Claerbout
DAMN Magazine, December, 2016
Ana Sansom
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The Silence of
the Lens

Photography is currently undergoing the sort of
transformation that music went through roughly
fifteen years ago. This transition was a major
shift for musicians but was generally considered
positive by the listeners. For those young
photographers keen on knowing how their
profession will evolve, I would suggest they look
at the music industry of today, fifteen years later,
to get a glimpse of the changes to come.
đđđđđđđđđđIn the short term, these changes may seem
merely technical: simply a strange melting
together of image-making and image-seeing, of
production and perception. It will be sometime
before this process will be complete, if it ever is.
Then there will be a disappearance of
photography as we know it. Instead of choosing
how we want to see the world, we will see the
world the way it wants to be seen by us. There
will be a perfect equivalence between our gaze
onto the world and the signals emanating from it,
with no gap between the two where we might
locate definitively the specificity of our own
contribution. The emancipatory, modern, human
point of view – which includes lovers of
contingency and the mythical magic of
photography – will hate this terminus, because it
so resembles what we understand to be utter
and total madness. The problem, as we will see,
is that it is in the nature of the phenomenon that
the subject cannot possibly know when this
moment has arrived.
đđđđđđđđđđI first started noticing this strange condition
on the horizon five years ago when I started an
intense practice working in pictorial 3-D
animation. I spent fifteen years of my early life as
a draughtsman and lithographer – I will leave
painting out of this. My second interest in life
was photography, a phenomenon without which
the more traditional forms of art today would not
be practiced. Photography saved magic in
modernity, and thereby probably saved
modernity as a whole.
đđđđđđđđđđVilém Flusser explains that those moments
in history when the balance between
representation and linear thinking gets disturbed
are moments of great danger. Especially when
the varieties of linear thinking, like linear writing
or the production of history, weigh heavier in the
balance. Such a moment occurred during
modernity. I understand from Flusser that
photography and its apparatus allowed for a
semi-automated production of contingency, and
magic, prohibiting and preventing radical,
fundamentalist ideas from maturing unchecked.
The magic of photography produces a possibility
of another, uncontrollable situation, restoring
the nevertheless explosive balance between
representation and linear thinking.
đđđđđđđđđđI should add that I never particularly liked
psychological realism in cinema and film
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montage, because it falls rather too quickly into
the grip of narrative, an influence that has
affected all forms of art and which is already
part of this strange phenomenon taking shape on
the horizon. Narrative is this annoying big head
with a voice hanging over the scene, which is part
of my headache here because of the way it
coaches perception.1
đđđđđđđđđđUltimately, I appropriated some
cinematographic skills, until my studio –
populated by old-timers of the camera and
traditional arts – rebooted itself as an animation
studio and thus, once again, began to resemble a
painting studio with lots of pupils and “easels.”
đđđđđđđđđđPictorial 3-D produces images generated
with the help of geometric shapes, polygons that
are subsequently textured, their surfaces
structured and lit by virtual light sources which
mimic real-world lighting in ways that are
astonishing. As a traditionally trained painter
and draughtsman who later studied film
technique on his own, I was stunned by the
intense overlap between Western historical
painting and cinematic techniques, which were
applied as if the modern rift had never occurred.
I am, in other words, stunned by the radical
conservatism of 3-D. I would never have
expectedđthat so many sciences would come
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together to form a mighty bastion of pictorial,
“realistic” conservatism. Even the most radical
undertaking is in one way or another precorporated. Maybe our current situation is the
result of decades of web-thinking, of dwelling
within an infinitely expanded horizontal web or
network and the lack of a sense of topos this
produces.
đđđđđđđđđđThe new way of image-making is allencompassing and includes methods that date
as far back as the Renaissance, requiring the
artist to master all of the traditional skills of
painting, cinematography, and sculpture, and to
have a degree in computer science. In big
production studios tasks are broken down into
numerous specialties which perhaps make it
appear abstract, but in my studio, where a few
people manage “everything,” the enormity of it
rises right in front of our eyes and leaves me, at
least, perplexed.
đđđđđđđđđđWhen working in pictorial 3-D, an artist is
working in a finite, disenchanted world. Whatever
is to be created will be created from memory,
after the fact, based on documents. The visual
language is one where the smallest detail in the
image is premeditated, and if, by chance, such a
detail were forgotten or omitted the result would
confront us with that shortcoming in the picture.

Thisđđproduction stillđshows one of the subjectsđof David Claerbout’s Oil Workers (from the Shell Company of Nigeria) Returning
Home from Work, Caught in Torrential Rain, 2013.đAll images below are production images of the same work.
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For example, grass and flowers require choices
to be made about the season and geographical
area, and whether the grass it is to be wild or cut,
which itself requires specifying its proximity to
instituted culture. Because if it is cut, who cuts
it? And so on. In lens-based photography an
image can be produced without deciding these
questions authoritatively. Instead, there is a
tradition of mutual authentication between who
is behind the camera and what is in front of the
lens. The photographer and her subject
coproduce one another, simultaneously. In
pictorial 3-D one must answer for everything,
and so every produced image exposes its own
ideological motivations. It is in essence no
different from tableau painting, about which the
most important thing to remember is that it is
the opposite of modernist asceticism. Every
image becomes an accumulation of decisions,
responsibilities, and therefore relies heavily on
the known codes of memory and morality. Every
image becomes potentially baroque, overflowing
with the results of endless discussions and
deliberations.
đđđđđđđđđđWe are no longer in a world of contingency,
of possibilities created by the collaboration of
lens and world – that magical environment – but
have become makers of everything down to the
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smallest detail. We are playing God, and by god,
not even God had time to think of all these
elements. No. God is a shortcut here: an
assumption that further betrays the ideals of
which we are unaware but according to which we
nonetheless think and observe. This total
fabrication implies that we are “observing from
memory” and brings with it a sense of nostalgia
and a feeling of loss, of having given up on a
naive perception that supposedly happened
spontaneously, without thinking. Such
perception is remembered as being happy,
because it was Unbewusst, unconscious –
remember that consciousness, Bewusstsein, is
unhappy – unencumbered by observing one’s
own thinking, as Flusser reminds us in his simple
but beautiful elaborations on representation
(Vorstellung) and consciousness (Bewusstsein).
đđđđđđđđđđI – like may others – feel that Vorstellung
better depicts the paradox that in order to see
something, you have to put something in front of
it. Bewusstsein implies stepping out of one’s own
subjectivity, standing next to oneself, and
observing one’s own situation. I would imagine
that for Freud, the lens-based photograph is like
the successfully cured patient, who is not turned
inwards questioning his own state of happiness,
but happily goes about absorbing light

This research image was found in preparation for David Claerbout’s Oil Workers.đ
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sensitively. Pictorial 3-D would then be a living
person gone blind, spending days compulsively
retracing what lies in the past and reaffirming it
into the present.
đđđđđđđđđđThis gets more worrying with what I call,
somewhat simplistically, second-generation 3-D
perception, which is born without having seen
the world, so to speak, and which does not have
living memory to rely upon for pictures. A good
example of this is the concept of the scan.
Scanning differs from photography in that a scan
literally moves like a mole in the dark. It does not
need daylight to record, while photography is by
definition a medium of hope because light is its
essential condition.
đđđđđđđđđđScanning records only what we could hit or
what could hit us in the dark. It reduces the
world to a collection of obstacles. Scanning is a
logic of avoiding, while photography follows the
logic of encountering. Scanning is oriented
towards security, towards determining what is
close, or perhaps too close for comfort. We scan
for threats.
đđđđđđđđđđThe scan would not have been developed
without American defense systems, both military
and personal (sometimes I see no difference). At
the risk of going too far astray: unlike the
photograph, a scan defines individual, personal
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space around “me” – a scanner is the scared
individual who has sensors around him.
đđđđđđđđđđSometimes I feel that we are moving back to
the nineteenth century, and have arrived at a
place before the modern revolutions, back again
to feudalism. This becomes obvious with the
well-organized increase of inequality, the new
conservatism, and a return of the tableau.
đđđđđđđđđđBy referencing the tableau and the return of
the masterpiece I am trying to draw attention to
who is in control and who produces images.
Image culture is the fruit of a centuries-long
process that rendered the proletariat or the
structurally illiterate “verbal,” allowing them to
produce a language that would be faster and
more compact than linear writing, which until
then held all the tools of power and put history
on paper. I am not suggesting that image culture
is the result of an organized revolution by the
illiterate, but only indicating the brilliant and
frankly moving appropriation of the speed and
power of communication previously held by
those with political power.đ
đđđđđđđđđđThe masterpiece-conclusion can be seen as
a sad note, as the return of the master and the
end of emancipation. Modern artists were mainly
working from a sense of ascetic exclusion. They
would rather have “all that was” broken than to

A depth pass rendering allows for a view ofđeach of the subjects’ distance to the virtual 3-D camera.
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continue in a sphere of inclusion, or more
accurately: incorporation. To listen to a master,
to pay rent, to be incorporated in the sphere of
power is unavoidable today, it would seem. The
production of tableau is, in this respect and as I
understand it, the opposite of the photographic
apparatus and its semi-conscious production of
images.
đđđđđđđđđđIf photography came and eradicated the
tableau, well, the tableau is back, this time not
merely as a picture but as a masterpiece.2 The
tableau returns alive and well as ideology, waving
a definite goodbye to the sensitivity of that
modern invention, photography, and its thick
glass window on the world, in a renewed attempt
to impose order on our thoughts.
đđđđđđđđđđI call this the world of pure ideologies,
where striving towards something is no longer
needed because satisfaction is immediate,
because the outgoing and the incoming
perceptions are instantaneous and equal in
strength. This is similar, in some ways, to what
Baudrillard once described as “the ecstasy of
communication,” wherein “all secrets, spaces
and scenes [are] abolished in a single dimension
of information.” This condition relegated the
pathologies of hysteria and paranoia to the past
and instead inaugurated an era of generalized
schizophrenia, which is characterized by “the
absolute proximity, the total instantaneousness
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of things … It is the end of interiority and
intimacy, the over-exposure and transparency of
the world which traverses us without obstacle.”3
đđđđđđđđđđSome time ago I tried to explain to an
acquaintance what I meant by pure ideologies. It
was in vain, until the next day when she
described taking a magnificent picture with her
iPad as she was watching the sun come up on
the horizon. She showed the picture to me. It was
indeed one of those images we would all like to
see upon waking. Incredible colors, the sun
perfectly placed, and below, an undulating
countryside where animals and people are
peacefully asleep.
đđđđđđđđđđI asked her how much of the picture she
thought she had taken herself. The vantage point
is indicated by the IP address of the device. So is
the weather, season, and time of day. Actually,
algorithmic processes can “guess” the ideal
moment for photographing such a wonderful
daybreak, so as to raise the mood of the average
person. There was nothing of herself in what she
showed me, beyond the coincidence of
technology with itself.
đđđđđđđđđđIn fact, the image was so wonderful to her
because it corresponded exactly with the
splendor that resides in her memory. We often
feel deeply happy, don’t we, when we encounter a
situation that is also seated warmly inside our
memory. We are gratified when observing exists

An early render displaysđthe environment of Oil Workers (2013).
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in sync with remembering, holding no nasty
surprises, but being an affective revisiting of an
old situation as if it were an old friend.
đđđđđđđđđđIt is said that a person who has gone mad
sees things that are not there. We call these
things “projections.” Abnormal psychology
distinguishes three types of pathology: anxiety
disorders, mood disorders, and personality
disorders. The first are unhealthy emotional
responses to external stimuli. The second are
emotional cycles that take place entirely
irrespective of anything outside the self. And the
third involve the breakdown of self-identity, as
with schizophrenia. If the schizophrenic could
take a step back, out of the affected self, they
would understand their delusions to be
delusions, at which point these delusions would
vanish, and self-understanding would return. It
is precisely this action of stepping out of the
image that enables us to make a Vorstellung – to
put an image in front of the thing, or to make a
representation from memory. The German word,
which translates literally as “in-front position,”
suggests that such constructs obscure the sight
of the real.
đđđđđđđđđđWhen images internal to the psyche
“appear” or surface on the retina and are
projected back inwards before making contact
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with the world, they generate looping pulses that
turn the mind into a continuously repeating
mental prison.
đđđđđđđđđđThis happens, for example, when the
affective link with the world is broken, or
heartbroken, and in order to handle the grief one
has to enter into the isolation I am trying to
describe. We may think of this as a terrible thing
to happen – and it is – but it also describes a
larger social project collectively taking shape. My
friend’s photograph of the sunset is a document
of madness not because it is a delusion, but
because it suggests that she had a role in
producing it, and this is the delusion. Unlike
Baudrillard’s schizophrenic, who cannot locate
the borders of the self in the world of mass
media, the world of pure ideologies perpetually
projects borders onto the self that in fact do not
exist, deluding us into thinking we produce some
particular view on the world, when we do not.
The lens was a machine for producing not only
images, but authors and worlds as well. But now
it has fallen silent. In the past, one had to believe
that one was really a long-dead king or an alien
from outer space to suffer from delusions of
grandeur. Tomorrow it will be enough to consider
oneself a photographer.
đđđđđđđđđđ×

David Claerbout, Oil Workers (from the Shell Company of Nigeria) Returning Home from Work, Caught in Torrential Rain, 2013.
Single channel color projection, silent.
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Interview with David Claerbout
RAY 2015 – IMAGINE REALITY
“Reality, for me is socially conformed madness.” (David Claerbout)
The MMK will once again serve as a key partner to the Photography Triennial RAY Fotograﬁeprojekte
Frankfurt/RheinMain. Together with the Museum Angewandte Kunst and the Fotograﬁe Forum Frankfurt the MMK will present the
central exhibition IMAGINE REALITY. The photographic approaches featured in this show will above all focus on the boundaries
between documentary, photo-journalistic, applied and artistic photography. RAY 2015 will show how photography not only
reproduces our reality, but also creates new realities.
In context of this project we will interview artists who are represented in the main exhibition. The prelude is done by the Belgian artist
David Claerbout (born 1969, Kortijk, Belgium), who is working in the media of photography, video, sound, drawing and digital arts.
His work is situated at the crossroads between photography and ﬁlm. In the interview he talks to us about two works, he will be
showing in the exhibition IMAGINE REALITY – the work “Travel” and “Radio Piece (Hong Kong)”, which was co-produced by RAY
2015. The artist shared his thoughts about ﬁnding ideas and selecting the right media.
RAY/MMK: You mostly work as a video artist. Which signiﬁcance/meaning does the medium of photography have in your
practice?
DC: I grew up as a painter long before I took up photography. Cinema and photography came later and cinema is not my world at all.
I think cinema is an ideology and I refuse ideologies as much as possible. In a library or in a bookshop they still ask in which section
my books should be included – among ﬁlmmakers, artists or photographers? I guess my works are a kind of photography impregnated
with a sense of painting.
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I’m always trying to repeat that our relation to photography is disappearing forever. We are looking at the image but that image has a
certain origin in the camera. It’s about the relation of the lens and subject; this relation is disappearing. People do not trust their eyes
any more. Photography is and was always manipulation.
The end line will be, that we will no longer perceive what’s happening in front of us, but we will perceive ideas. When we have no
more power to perceive the reality we are very commercial and then the real estate in our head can be commercialised. People will
think, that they perceive, but they actually look with the same eyes that the mechanism wants them to. Someone or something is
taking over our perception.
RAY/MMK: Can you tell us about your new work “Radio Piece”, which has been commissioned for the exhibition IMAGINE
REALITY?
DC: The ﬁrst concept of the work “Radio Piece” started ﬁve years ago. My ideas usually don’t survive at the beginning because I’m
always very self-critical. The new work is actually a piece about space and especially about the availability of living space. I always
knew that I wanted it to be set in Hong Kong, because Hong Kong can be looked at as the deﬁnition of an overloaded space, where
living space is so expensive so that people live in – what we would say –inhumane conditions. Then I came across a documentary of
the district Kowloon, which was at that time a kind of isolated legal system, where you could go in hiding and the police wouldn’t be
able to follow you. That city was destroyed in the 1980s and replaced by the new Kowloon. Until then, the city was essentially full of
houses – one atop of another. They built as high as they could go, until there was a real risk of collapsing.
The reason why I was interested in the idea of “less space” was because I had already made a piece about the space between the two
ears in an almost ironic way. I made this connection of real space or real estate and the space between your two ears as a kind of
metaphor.
This space between the two ears is still free, undiscovered and available to occupy. From there came the idea to work with headsets
because when you wear a headset, you have the illusion to be in another place, but it is just the place between your two ears. This way
“Radio Piece” became an audio-visual piece with an audio-chapter and a vision-chapter.
RAY/MMK: How do you select the medium, or technique for your new piece? Why did you decide to use the
“uninterrupted backtracking camera”?
DC: I wanted the vision-chapter in my work to look very coherent. And how much more coherent could it be then to put it in one
single camera track without interruption and montage. So the idea grew up slowly – actually visually – to compose several places that
don’t belong together, but are somehow united by a single camera movement. I´m not the ﬁrst who has done that, it has been done
very often. But it is the combination with the sound; the sound itself actually sounds coherent with the space that we see in the ﬁlm.
The use of the binaural recording is a method of recording sound that uses two microphones, arranged with the intent to create a 3D
stereo sound sensation for the listener of actually being in the room with another person. When you put on the headset you feel like
you are in the space with another person. It´s like mixing two worlds with each other – it’s an illusion world. So footsteps in that
room come across as the footsteps in the real room you are sitting in. Actually, I was starting to play with the idea of mixing illusion
sounds and real sounds in the exhibition together.
The essential story of the ﬁlm is about two young men listening to a piece of experimental music with a lot of high and low pitches
mixed together. Important in the ﬁlm is the value of real estate, real space and especially mental space. The ﬁlm is intended to confuse
the viewer. It starts with a picture of a Zen Garden. As the camera zooms out, the picture of the garden turns out to be a poster on a
wall inside a room; the two young men are sitting in front of it discussing the music. A little bit later it becomes that huge outside
view of a Kowloon Building. At the end the viewer doesn´t now what he was actually watching and listening to.
The scene of the garden is rebuilt in 3D. It is a very accurate rebuilding because everything is the same as in the original – colour,
structure, even the ear condition.
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RAY/MMK: Why is your new work called “Radio Piece”?
DC: It actually started with a few inspirations. I had the vision in my mind of an Indian or Chinese or Bangladeshi low-wage worker
in a shop listening to a radio, which is in the middle of the room. So the radio is disputing the sound in the space. I wanted to work
with this situation; the idea was there but the production was a little bit complicated. There was 3D work, the replica of a room and
live ﬁlming to do.
My work is meant to have a rupture. So in the middle of the ﬁlm there is that person that puts his headset off and because it’s
binaural sound playing on the headset of the viewer, it’s like someone is actually taking of his headset. Then the visitor is somehow
liberated, the sound is completely gone, only pure silence. Simultaneously, the camera zooms out of the window into the city and
away from the room. And there is a kind of uncanny silence for some minutes as you are sitting there and waiting for something to
happen.
RAY/MMK: In your work “Travel”, synthesizer sounds from a composition of stress-reducing therapeutic music accompanies
the viewer through an idyllic forest pasture. Could you also tell us about this work, currently on show at the Museum
Angewandte Kunst?
DC: The idea for “Travel” goes back to 1996 before I was working with video. I was studying at the academy in Amsterdam and it
was a little bit a difﬁcult period because they had just announced to me that I couldn’t stay. Then I had an idea, while I was doing
some work in a forest. At that time I collected kitsch music and elevator music, music that people use to relax and I got fascinated
because they provoked images in my head – not only in my head, in general. They produce clear images in my mind of a deep and
dark forest and a kind of relaxation that helps you fall asleep and feel safe. I was fascinated with the fact that these images in my
mind where very real. Each time I was listening to these sounds I understood the music even though I didn’t like it too much. I was
able to see by the images they produced clearly. I wanted to put these two things together, the predictable music and the predictable
image – “Travel” is nothing more than that.

It’s a deﬁnition about space. You can’t recognize which forest exactly the ﬁlm has been made in because it begins with a park and
then transforms into a kind of European forest, and later into a large monumental forest and ends with the moment the music goes
up. Here you wake up to realize that it’s just a shitty little forest in the middle of huge ﬁelds. It’s much smaller than it seemed. I think
I was really always intrigued about how disappointment and pleasure can go together.
Usually when you watch ﬁlms you usually get one message, at the end there is a certain resolution or end. But in my work you have
a bigger feeling; you think that you have only seen the beginning of the action. I wanted to deliver big emotions, which at the same
time make you doubt about what you have seen. So it is very simple in fact.
The reason why I hesitated so long to make it – exactly 17 years – was because I was a little bit afraid that people wouldn’t
understand it, I thought they won’t understand why I used that kitsch music.
At one point I had some money but no ideas – usually that is a point where artists should stop. But I had this old idea in mind and I
presented it to my team. I wanted to make it as an animation not as a ﬁlm. I planned an illusionary place, that’s not speciﬁcally
anywhere. So I travelled around Germany and visited forests that have been untouched by the human hand. Then we developed an
animation that is based on photographs. Now it’s a forest that’s in everyone’s head.
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RAY/MMK: Does the work „Travel“ represent a utopian, idealised world, while „Radio Piece“ is rather a depiction of a dystopian
future of urban life?
DC: The landscape in “Travel” and the dystopian space in “Radio Piece” are a sort of identity passport of it. But what it is really about
– the real identity of those works is about deﬁning space. Do you not often have the feeling when you travel around the word that old
Europe, as we know it, really still celebrates the sense of the quality of space? But when you go to Asia or Hong Kong, people are quite
happy with living in a deﬁnition of space that for us would be completely intolerable.
And what you have is a mixed idea of the quality of living space. Both of these works are about that. They are about things that look
coherent but we maybe do not speak about the same thing when we are watching something. My works are complete mental spaces,
they don’t exist, but they give you that illusion.
RAY/MMK: „Travel“ is based on an idea you had in 1996, but you didn’t have the technical possibility to realize the project until
recently. Which new possibilities do digital processes offer for photography? What standing does analogue photography have for
you today?
I’m for analogue ideas.
It is a very amazing confused world because digital processes, on the one hand, bring opportunities and, on the other hand, takes
them away. In the middle of that you have artists who refuse to work digitally; they do not realise that the analogue interface is just
another interface.
RAY/MMK: In how far is your work “Radio Piece” and “Travel” part of an “imagined reality”? What does it mean for you to
imagine a reality?
DC: What is reality? Is it the “I woke up in the morning” reality thing? I think it’s everything in the universe we know and that we can
speak about; also social orders are reality. But you could also hold this microphone in front of a dog and ask him this question. Reality,
for me is socially conformed madness.
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Donner du temps :
à propos de Shadow
Piece de David
Claerbout
Thierry Davila

Giving Away Time:
On David Claerbout’s
Shadow Piece
Publié d’abord en Allemagne puis dans toute l’Europe en 1814, Peter Schlemihl,
un court récit écrit par Adalbert von Chamisso1, connut dès sa parution
un succès foudroyant : pas moins de quatre-vingts éditions allemandes de
l’ouvrage furent proposées entre 1814 et 1919 et à la première édition française
succédèrent trente-trois rééditions. Le livre conte l’étrange histoire de Peter
Schlemihl, personnage qui a cédé son ombre à un homme gris, image même
du diable, en échange d’une fortune sans limites. Mais ne plus avoir d’ombre
ne va pas sans tourments : mis à l’écart des hommes du fait de cette absence
exceptionnelle, de cette singulière solitude qui produit de la solitude, ne
pouvant sortir que la nuit pour ne pas exposer aux yeux de tous ce qui est
devenu une infirmité, voire une tare, une malédiction, Schlemihl incarne
tragiquement le malheur de l’ombre perdue, une sorte de déshumanisation
sans recours qui guette celui qui ne laisse rien derrière lui, qui ne retient
rien dans son sillage, et qui a impressionné, si ce n’est fasciné pendant des
décennies, nombre de lecteurs.
David Claerbout, Shadow Piece , captures vidéo | videostills, 2005.
Photo : permission de | courtesy of the artist and galleries Yvon Lambert,
Micheline Szwajcer, Johnen Galerie, and Rüdiger Schöttle

1. Adalbert von Chamisso, Peter Schlemihl, précédé de « L’ombre et la vitesse » de Pierre Péju, Paris, José Corti, 1994.
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Published first in Germany and then throughout
Europe in 1814, Peter Schlemihl, a novella by Adalbert
von Chamisso,1 was an immediate and spectacular
success: no fewer than eighty German editions of
the work were available between 1814 and 1919, and
the first French version went through thirty-three
editions. The book recounts the strange tale of Peter
Schlemihl, who gives his shadow away to a suspiciouslooking figure bearing a striking resemblance to
the devil, in exchange for an inexhaustible fortune.
But to be without a shadow is not to be free of
torment: Schlemihl is cut off from others by this
singular absence, this unparalleled solitude that
only deepens, and is forced to go out only at night to
prevent others from seeing what has quickly become
an infirmity — indeed, a flaw and a curse. The tragic
embodiment of the misfortune of the lost shadow, a
sort of inexorable dehumanization that lies in wait
for the person who leaves nothing behind in his wake,
Schlemihl has impressed, if not fascinated, numerous
readers over many years.

Une telle infirmité ne saurait frapper les figures qui peuplent les œuvres
de l’artiste belge David Claerbout, car il est chez lui une évidence qui
se laisse explorer de film en film avec une remarquable constance, celle
de l’absolue solidarité entre le corps de ses personnages et leur ombre
portée, comme si l’un et l’autre ne pouvaient que se lier dans la loi de leur
commune apparition – de leur commune présence, de leur indissociable
existence –, lumineuse et nocturne à la fois. Une œuvre de 2005 au titre
programmatique, Shadow Piece, expose cette condition d’une manière
directe. À l’origine de cette vidéo en noir et blanc d’une trentaine de
minutes, il y a une photo d’archive anonyme trouvée par Claerbout et
prise depuis un escalier à l’intérieur d’un immeuble, exemple possible
de cette architecture de verre célébrée par Paul Scheerbart 2 . Elle montre
l’entrée du bâtiment fermée par une série de portes en verre. Dans la
vidéo, plusieurs personnes défilent derrière cette barrière transparente pour tenter de l’ouvrir, mais elles n’y parviennent pas. La source
de lumière située dans leurs dos projette à l’intérieur de la structure
construite leur ombre, seule forme et finalement seule matière – ténébreuse – capable de pénétrer cette manière de boite transparente. Ces
taches de grisaille donnent aux personnages qui se succèdent toute leur
présence, ils en sont comme la signature fluide et impalpable, mais suffisamment réelle aussi, suffisamment matérielle, pour briser les frontières
de l’espace. Si la partie supérieure de la projection accueille le mouvement ininterrompu des figures qui semblent directement sortir d’un
film américain des années 1950, la partie inférieure est statique, strictement photographique. On peut regarder cette œuvre à tout moment,
l’observer et la quitter pour revenir ensuite, quand on le souhaite, la fixer
du regard : cela n’a aucune importance, car cette vidéo, comme nombre
de travaux de Claerbout, n’a ni début ni fin, elle est une pure expérience
visuelle et temporelle qui expose une scène et non pas une histoire, un
récit. Que nous montre cette « pièce d’ombre » ? Elle confirme d’abord
que l’identité des figures est inséparable de la présence active de leur
projection plane et ténébreuse dans l’espace, qu’il n’y a pas de vivant,
même inventé par l’artiste, qui puisse se dispenser de la trace visible
et spectrale de son double ombré, si bien que le personnage de Peter
Schlemihl apparait ici plus incongru encore, plus impossible, que dans
la réalité elle-même : l’ombre est ce qui participe de plain-pied et sans
exception à ce qui fait que le sujet est un sujet, à ce qui fait d’un corps
un corps, y compris lorsque la scène de son exposition est construite de
toute pièce. Elle donne aux êtres humains une présence pleine et entière
dans l’image et elle donne à cette dernière son poids de réalité et de
matérialité, elle conditionne la manifestation de sa durée plastique. Ainsi
nombre de figures centrales dans les œuvres de David Claerbout sontelles ombrageuses, voire quasiment nocturnes. Dans Rocking Chair (2003),
par exemple, une femme assoupie dans une chaise berçante est visible
sur les deux écrans de la projection vidéo. Elle se tient dans l’ombre d’une
pergola qui masque la partie supérieure de son visage tandis que, de dos,
son ombre portée dessine au sol une flaque grise qui pose le décor face à
nous. Dans Sections of a Happy Moment (2007), les six personnages (deux
enfants et quatre adultes) qui composent la scène, captée moins en noir
et blanc qu’en grisaille, ont des ombres qui les suivent fidèlement. Dans
Study for a Portrait (Violetta) (2001), le visage d’une femme filmée en
buste est sculpté par les ombres qui résultent d’une lumière venant de la
droite de l’image. Dans Kindergarten Antonio Sant’Elia, 1932 (1998), tous
les enfants qui jouent dans le jardin de leur école voient leurs ombres
très allongées projetées au sol dans une lumière froide et quasiment
crépusculaire. Et dans Bordeaux Piece (2004), un film qui dure près de
quatorze heures, les ombres des trois personnages suivent la répétition d’une seule et même scène tout au long d’une journée, c’est-à-dire
du lever au coucher du soleil. L’œuvre se compose en effet de plusieurs
séquences tournées avec les mêmes acteurs selon un scénario unique.
Chaque séquence se déroule à l’extérieur et à l’intérieur d’une maison

Such an affliction could never strike the figures that populate the
works of Belgian artist David Claerbout because of one remarkably constant feature that is clearly visible in all of his films: the absolute solidarity
that exists between the bodies of his subjects and the shadows that they
cast. It is as if each could connect only under the aegis of their joint appearance, their simultaneous presence and indissociable existence, luminous
and nocturnal at the same time. A 2005 work with the programmatic
title Shadow Piece directly foregrounds this condition. The impetus for
this thirty-minute black-and-white video was an archival photograph
that Claerbout chanced upon; it was taken from an interior stairway of a
building that could conceivably serve as an exemplar for the kind of glass
architecture extolled by Paul Scheerbart. 2 The film shows the building
entrance closed off by a series of glass doors. Various people walk up to
this transparent barrier and take turns trying to open the doors, but to
no avail. A light source located behind them casts their shadows inside.
These shadows are the only form and, ultimately, the only shadowy matter
capable of penetrating what amounts to a transparent box. The figures
who file by owe whatever presence and singularity they possess to these
grey puddles, which serve as fluid and impalpable signatures that are
nonetheless real and material enough to pierce the borders of the space.
While the upper section of the video image plays host to the continuous
movement of the figures, who seem straight out of some 1950s American
film noir, the lower half is static and strictly photographic in nature. We
can began viewing this work at any point, walk away from it at any time,
and come back to it whenever we feel like it — none of this makes the
slightest difference because, like many of Claerbout’s works, it has no
beginning or end. It is a purely visual and temporal experience that shows
a scene, but has no story or narrative. What does this “shadow play”3 say
to us, what does it show? Mainly, it confirms that these figures’ identities
are inseparable from the active presence of their flat, dark projections in
space, that no living creature filmed by the artist — and this applies also
1. Adalbert von Chamisso, Peter Schlemihl, trans. H. von Chamisso, rev. by the author;
preface by Pierre Péju, “L’ombre et la vitesse” (Paris: José Corti, 1994).
2. Paul Scheerbart, L’Architecture de verre, trans. P. Galissaire, preface by Daniel Payot,
“La sobriété ‘barbare’ de Paul Scheerbart” (Paris: Circé, 1995).

2. Paul Scheerbart, L’Architecture de verre, précédé de « La sobriété “barbare” de Paul

3. Translator’s note: The French word pièce can also mean “play,” and the author avails

Scheerbart » de Daniel Payot, Paris, Circé, 1995.

himself of this dual meaning to expand on the ramifications of the title.
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David Claerbout, Shadow Piece ,
vue d’installation | installation view, Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Tel Aviv, 2012.
Photo : Elad Sarig
permission de | courtesy of the artist and galleries Yvon Lambert,
Micheline Szwajcer, Johnen Galerie, and Rüdiger Schöttle

à des moments différents du jour, si bien que les ombres des acteurs
accompagnent visuellement le passage de la lumière, car celles-ci sont,
comme dans un cadran solaire, des marqueurs temporels (« ... le véritable
enjeu de The Bordeaux Piece [...] est de donner une forme à la durée au
moyen de la lumière naturelle », explique l’artiste3). Ainsi le lien chaque
fois affirmé entre un corps et sa projection ombrée est-il pour Claerbout
un des moyens qui contribuent à donner à la plupart de ses films une
tonalité visuelle générale, une facture – une identité tout en grisaille
que l’on pourrait aussi qualifier de graphique –, mais également à faire
de ses œuvres de véritables objets temporels, et cela même si le temps
y est parfois figé, même si tout semble s’y passer, comme dans Shadow
Piece, dans une durée immobile. Car dans cette œuvre, comme Claerbout
lui-même le dit, « les actions se succèdent, mais les ombres indiquent
un temps qui ne passe pas », qui est là, visuellement palpable, comme
dans un éternel surplace : « ... c’est une composition numérique figée,
une image photographique autonome. Là-dedans, les ombres apparaissent comme le squelette fixe de la composition, à l’opposé de leur
statut d’indice du passage du temps », ajoute-t-il4 . Et si Pamela M. Lee a
pu diagnostiquer une phobie du temps dans l’art occidental des années
19605, la prégnance de l’ombre dans le travail de Claerbout est aussi une
façon parmi d’autres, pour lui, à la différence donc d’une partie de l’art

to those of his own invention — can dispense with the visible and spectral
trace of its dark double. Consequently, the character of Peter Schlemihl
appears more incongruous and impossible here than in reality itself: the
shadow participates fully and without exception in whatever makes the
subject a subject and the body a body, and this includes those moments
when the scene in which the subject appears is wholly invented. It makes
human beings fully and wholly present in the image, imbues that image
with the weight of material reality, and sets the parameters within which
its duration as a work of art is manifested.
Hence, many of the central figures in Claerbout’s works are shadowy
and, indeed, almost nocturnal. Rocking Chair (2003), for example, shows a
woman dozing in a rocking chair on a large screen; she appears cloaked in
the shadow of a pergola that masks the upper part of her face. Seen from
the other side of the screen, from behind, her shadow casts a grey shape
onto the floor space of the staged landscape visible around her outline. In
Sections of a Happy Moment (2007), the six characters (two children and
four adults) who make up the scene, which is shot more in tones of grey
than in black and white, have shadows that follow them faithfully. Study
for a Portrait (Violetta) (2001) gives us a filmed bust of a woman whose face
is sculpted by shadows cast by a light coming from the right side of the
image. In Kindergarten Antonio Sant’Elia, 1932 (1998), the children playing
in their school’s garden see elongated shadows of themselves on ground
bathed in a cold, almost crepuscular light. And in Bordeaux Piece (2004), a
film that runs for nearly fourteen hours, the shadows of three characters
follow the actions of a scene that is played out repeatedly throughout a
single day, from dawn to dusk. The work is composed, in effect, of many

3. Marie Muracciole, « Le bruit des images. Conversation avec David Claerbout », Les
Cahiers du Musée national d’art moderne, no 94 (hiver 2005/2006), p. 126.
4. Ibid., p. 134-135.
5. Pamela M. Lee, Chronophobia. On Time in the Art of the 1960s, Cambridge (Mass.) et
Londres, MIT Press, 2006.
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David Claerbout, Bordeaux Piece & The Algiers’ Sections of a
Happy Moment, vue d’installation | installation view, Tel Aviv
Museum of Art, Tel Aviv, 2012.
Photo : Elad Sarig
permission de | courtesy of the artist and galleries Yvon Lambert,
Micheline Szwajcer, Johnen Galerie, and Rüdiger Schöttle

produit par ses ainés quelques décennies plus tôt (Jean Tinguely, Lygia
Clark, Bridget Riley...), d’exprimer une passion pour le temps et ses manifestations visuelles, une passion pour la durée pure visible comme telle,
fût-elle, comme dans Shadow Piece, immobile.
Cette « pièce d’ombre », et toutes les œuvres ombrageuses avec elle,
renvoient aussi à l’histoire de l’art dans sa version mythique et fondatrice, celle élaborée par Pline l’Ancien au premier siècle de notre ère, dans
sa fameuse et monumentale Histoire naturelle. On sait que l’historien
situait, dans le livre XXXV de cette somme, l’apparition de l’art dans la
transcription directe, exécutée par la fille d’un potier sur un support
rigide, des contours de l’ombre produite par la projection du profil de
son amant sur ce même support. L’ombre est ainsi une forme première
puisqu’elle est ce qui a rendu possible, selon Pline toujours, l’apparition
de la peinture et de la sculpture, lesquelles seraient par conséquent
issues aussi d’une projection. Mais elle est également première parce
qu’elle est ce que produit de fait tout corps, ce qu’il porte toujours avec
lui dès qu’il existe, tel un double consubstantiel à sa singularité dont on
ne peut faire, n’en déplaise à Adalbert von Chamisso, l’économie. Bref,
l’ombre est une configuration originaire du point de vue de l’histoire de
l’art, de sa chronologie, et elle est une forme phénoménologiquement
originaire du point de vue des lois de l’apparition, des lois de la visibilité.
C’est une forme archaïque, c’est-à-dire principielle, si l’on entend dans
archaïque le terme grec arché qui en est la source étymologique, lequel
signifie « principe » ou plus précisément, si l’on suit à la lettre la définition
qu’en donne Aristote dans sa Métaphysique, « ce qui commence et ce qui
commande ». Mettre une ombre dans une image est ainsi, d’une certaine

sequences that were shot using the same actors, who worked with an
unchanging script. The sequences take place either inside or outside a
house at different times of the day; the actors’ shadows follow the sun’s
trajectory somewhat in the manner of hands marking time on a sundial.
The artist has said, “. . . the real point of Bordeaux Piece . . . is to give a form
to duration using natural light.”4 The consistently reaffirmed connection
between the body and its shadow projection is therefore one of the means
that Claerbout uses to give his films a single overall visual tone, a single
look — an identity entirely in a grisaille that could be described as graphic.
And it is also what makes his works truly temporal objects, even when time
in them is stopped and everything seems to happen, as it does in Shadow
Piece, in the form of immobile duration. For in this work, as Claerbout himself has said, “Actions succeed one another, although the shadows point to
a time that does not pass” — that is there, visually tangible, as if perennially
suspended: “It’s a fixed digital composition, an autonomous photographic
image. In it, shadows appear like the frozen skeleton of the composition
and act in ways that run counter to their status as clues to the passage of
time.”5 If Pamela M. Lee was able to detect a fear of time in 1960s Western
art,6 the fullness of shadows in Claerbout’s work is also one of the ways in
which he expresses — albeit in a manner different from some of the works
produced a few decades earlier by such forebears as Jean Tinguely, Lygia
4. Marie Muracciole, “Le bruit des images: Conversation avec David Claerbout,” Les
Cahiers du Musée national d’art moderne, no. 94 (Winter 2005/2006), 126 (our translation).
5. Ibid., 134 — 35 (our translation).
6. Pamela M. Lee, Chronophobia: On Time in the Art of the 1960s (Cambridge, MA, and
London: MIT Press, 2006).
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manière et jusqu’à un certain point, archaïser cette dernière, lui donner
un caractère originaire et principiel, natif et archéologiquement chargé,
doté par conséquent d’une mémoire ancienne et active, activée. Et même
si les technologies numériques sont utilisées par Claerbout, son œuvre
n’en demeure pas moins traversée par des formes qui font de l’image un
objet anachronique, d’une certaine manière.
Il faut, par ailleurs, resituer cette Shadow Piece dans la trame
historique qui est celle de l’art occidental des 20 e et 21e siècles. De
Duchamp à Kara Walker, en passant par Christian Boltanski ou HansPeter Feldmann, l’ombre occupe, en effet, une place majeure dans cette
chronologie, preuve sans doute que sa capacité à doubler platement le
volume des êtres et des choses exerce, toutes époques confondues, une
action permanente sur les esprits et les regards. Duchamp, par exemple,
a conçu, on le sait, nombre d’œuvres avec des ombres : dans Tu m’, sa
dernière peinture conventionnelle réalisée en 1918 pour la bibliothèque
de Katherine Dreier, on observe la présence de plusieurs ombres de
readymades (la Roue de bicyclette et le Porte-chapeau) mêlées à celle
d’un énigmatique tirebouchon. Une photo de ses readymades prise
dans son atelier new-yorkais montre aussi les ombres de ces derniers
qui sont partie intégrante de leur identité, tandis que son Autoportrait
de profil (1958) est la découpe de son profil sur une feuille de papier, tel
le tracé d’une ombre projetée directement issu de l’Histoire naturelle de
Pline. Duchamp a donné un statut à ces ombres : elles participent de
ce qu’il a qualifié d’inframince, car l’artiste est semblable à ces « porteurs d’ombre [...] qui travaillent dans l’inframince 6 ». Autrement dit, ces
formes projetées sont l’autre nom possible de « l’à peine perceptible »,
l’inframince disant l’apparition tout juste affirmée, l’imperceptibilité des
phénomènes ou l’imperceptible dans les phénomènes : l’ombre serait
ainsi plus proche de « l’inapparence » que de la manifestation appuyée.
Tout autre est l’univers ombré de Christian Boltanski ou de Hans-Peter
Feldmann : chez eux, l’on a affaire à d’authentiques théâtres d’ombres
(voir par exemple le Théâtre d’ombres, 1984-1997, du premier et l’installation titrée Jeu d’ombres du second montrée à la Biennale de Venise en
1999) qui accompagnent la vie des objets et des formes tangibles. Ici, des
configurations en grisaille projetées sur des murs exagèrent la réalité, lui
donnent plus d’envergure encore, la spectacularisent pour la rendre tour
à tour monumentale, fantastique et inquiétante. L’œuvre de Claerbout
ne se situe ni du côté de la manifestation inframince des phénomènes
ombrés ni de celui de leur théâtralisation. Elle explore, par contre, une
manière d’inflexion temporelle dont l’ombre est porteuse et qui va de
pair avec une sorte de matérialité graphique à elle accordée : l’ombre
est une forme concrète du temps précisément dessinée tout autant que
projetée, et Shadow Piece tire son impact visuel de ce défilé d’ombres
dont le déroulement immobile prend du temps, prend le temps avec lui.
Cette « pièce d’ombre » nous dit aussi que l’œuvre est l’alliance sur
une même surface, sur un même écran, du mouvement et de l’immobilité,
du mouvement comme immobilité, et cela au moins pour deux raisons.
La première concerne la façon dont le film lui-même est techniquement
construit. On l’a dit, la partie supérieure de l’œuvre est mobile : des personnages et leurs ombres défilent en boucle pour tenter d’ouvrir des
portes en verre, et ils ont été numériquement introduits dans la photographie d’une architecture moderniste ; la partie inférieure est statique :
il s’agit tout simplement de la même photographie non retravaillée par
le mouvement, non traitée filmiquement. Le résultat est une manière
d’objet flottant qui ne ressemble ni absolument à un film, ni absolument
à une photo, et dans cet entredeux se glisse la vie de l’image. La seconde
concerne ce temps immobile dont parle l’artiste lui-même à propos de
cette pièce et qui en est l’indéniable substrat : rien ne se passe dans
cette projection sans début ni fin, dans ce film statique aussi pour cette
raison, lui qui ne cesse pourtant pas d’être animé. Ce non-évènement

Clark, and Bridget Riley — a passion for time and its visual manifestations,
for exhibiting duration, for pure duration visible as such, even when it is
immobile, as in Shadow Piece.
This “shadow play,” like all shadowy works, harks back to art history
and its mythic origins as expounded by Pliny the Elder in the first century
CE. In Book XXXV of his celebrated and monumental Natural History, the
author located the first appearance of art in a tracing, made by a potter’s
daughter, of her departing lover’s profile on a wall. The shadow is therefore
a foundational form because, again according to Pliny, it set the stage for
the appearance of both painting and sculpture, which would also emerge
via projections. But the shadow is also foundational because it is a de
facto product of all bodies, something they carry with them from the first
moment of their existence. It is, as it were, a double that is consubstantial
with the body’s singularity, one that we cannot dispense with — with all
due respect to Adalbert von Chamisso. In short, the shadow is the original
point on the timeline of art history and, phenomenologically speaking, a
foundational form when viewed from the standpoint of the laws governing
its appearance, the laws of visibility. It is an archaic form — in other words, a
first principle — so long as we can hear in “archaic” the Greek term arche, its
etymological root, which signifies “principle” or, more precisely — if we take
Aristotle’s definition of it in the Metaphysics literally — that which gives
rise to and orders, that is, determines. To put a shadow into an image is
therefore, in a certain way and up to a certain point, to make it archaic, to
give it the character of an origin and first principle. It amounts to rendering
it as inherently and archaeologically charged, endowed with an ancient
and active (as well as activated) memory. And even though Claerbout uses
digital technology, this does not prevent his work from being permeated
by forms that make the image anachronistic after its own fashion.
One must, moreover, restore Shadow Piece to the historical continuum
of twentieth- and twenty-first-century Western art. From Duchamp to Kara
Walker by way of Christian Boltanski and Hans-Peter Feldmann, the shadow
plays a key role in this chronology and has undoubtedly proven its ability to
double — in planar terms — the volumes of beings and objects, and to exert,
whatever the epoch, a permanent influence on the mind and the gaze. It
is well known, for example, that Duchamp created works that featured
shadows: in Tu m’, the last of his conventional paintings (executed in 1918
for the library of Katherine Dreier), one can observe several shadows of
readymades (the Bicycle Wheel and the Hat Rack) in conjunction with that
of an enigmatic corkscrew. A photograph of these readymades taken in
his New York studio also shows their shadows, which are an integral part
of their identity, whereas his Self-Portrait in Profile (1958) consists of his
silhouette on a sheet of paper, like the tracing of a shadow directly out
of Pliny’s Natural History. Duchamp conferred a certain status on these
shadows: to him, they partook of what he called the “infrathin” because
the artist is like those “shadow bearers . . . who work within the infrathin.”7
In other words, these projected forms are another possible name for the
barely perceptible, with the infrathin announcing whatever has just
appeared — the imperceptibility of phenomena, or the imperceptible in
phenomena. Shadows are therefore closer to the invisible than they are
to clear manifestations. The shadow worlds of Boltanski and Feldmann
are, on the other hand, completely different: in their works we are dealing
with authentic shadow theatres that accompany the lives of objects and
tangible forms. See, for example, Boltanski’s Shadow Theatre (1984 — 97)
and Feldmann’s installation Play of Shadows, shown at the 1999 Venice
Biennale. Here, grisaille configurations projected on walls heighten reality
and give it even greater scope, making it spectacular and monumental in
order to render it by turns fantastic and troubling. Claerbout’s work is akin
neither to infrathin manifestations of shadowy phenomena nor to their
theatralization. Rather, the artist explores a kind of temporal deviation
7. Marcel Duchamp, Notes, foreword by Paul Matisse, preface by Pontus Hulten (Paris:

6. Marcel Duchamp, Notes, Paris, Flammarion, 1999, p. 24. Sur l’inframince, nous nous

Flammarion, 1999), 24 (our translation). On the subject of the infrathin, I shall take the

permettons de renvoyer à notre ouvrage De l’inframince. Brève histoire de l’imperceptible

liberty of referring the reader to my book De l’inframince: Brève histoire de l’imperceptible

de Marcel Duchamp à nos jours, Paris, Éditions du Regard, 2010.

de Marcel Duchamp à nos jours (Paris: Regard, 2010).
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David Claerbout, Bordeaux Piece,
captures vidéo | videostills, 2004.
Photos : permission de | courtesy of the artist and galleries Yvon
Lambert, Micheline Szwajcer, Johnen Galerie, and Rüdiger Schöttle

nous laisse, encore une fois, devant le pur et simple déroulement de la
durée, une exposition du temps, de son flux, qui transcende l’anecdote
pour occuper toute la surface de l’écran. Dans cette disparition de l’histoire, de la classique narration au profit d’une scène non spectaculaire,
sans emphase, c’est donc le réel pur – la durée seule et pour elle-même,
son exposition – qui atteint le spectateur.
L’ombre est par conséquent tout sauf une forme mineure, comme a
pu la désigner à moment donné Roberto Casati dans son étude consacrée
à la Découverte de l’ombre7. Elle est ce qui permet notamment de rendre
visible une prise de temps et un don de durée (en ce sens, les ombres qui
rythment le travail de David Claerbout ne sont pas ces « brèves ombres »
dont parle quelque part Walter Benjamin, celles qui, apparaissant à midi,
« ne sont plus que de fines bordures noires auprès des choses, prêtes à se
retirer sans bruit, brusquement, dans leur tanière, dans leur mystère 8 »
mais, bien au contraire, des formes qui s’étendent durablement sur le
réel, des ombres crépusculaires qui semblent pouvoir annexer à leur
obscurité la totalité du monde, de ses êtres et de ses choses). Claerbout
a choisi d’exposer cette saisie et cette offrande à travers un format
plastique que l’on a pu qualifier en Europe, à partir des années 1990, de
« cinéma d’exposition ». Car aucune de ses œuvres n’est diffusée en salle,
dans des cinémas : c’est bien chaque fois l’espace d’exposition qui est le
cadre de projection de ses films. Dans cet investissement plasticien de la
galerie ou du musée, c’est encore un autre rapport à la durée qui se joue.
Car là, transformé en flâneur, le visiteur s’abandonne à une visibilité non
statique, à une rencontre en mouvement de l’image en mouvement. Ce
qui est une autre façon, pour lui, d’habiter la durée, de prendre son temps.

that is borne by the shadow and that goes hand in hand with the sort of
graphic materiality granted to it: the shadow is a concrete form of time,
precisely drawn and projected, and Shadow Piece owes its visual impact
to an immobile procession of shadows that takes time, taking time along
with it.
This “shadow play” also informs us that the work consists of an
alliance, on the same surface or screen, of movement and immobility, of
movement as immobility. And it does so in two ways. The first has to do the
technical construction of the film itself. As stated earlier, the upper section
of Shadow Piece is mobile: characters and their shadows file by repeatedly
and attempt to open the glass doors; they have been digitally placed inside
a photographic depiction of modernist architecture. Meanwhile, the lower
section of the screen is static and consists simply of the same photograph,
but it has not been reworked either through the addition of movement
or by being treated cinematically. The result is a type of floating object
that absolutely does not resemble either a film or a photograph, and the
space between the two is precisely where the life of the image slips in.
The second way concerns the immobile time that the artist talks about in
relation to the piece, and that is its undeniable substrate: nothing happens
in this projection that has no beginning or end, in this film that is static
for this very reason yet nonetheless continues to contain movement. This
non-event places us once again before the pure and simple unfolding of
duration, before a display of time’s flux that transcends the anecdotal to
take up the entire surface of the screen. In this disappearance of history,
of classic narration, a disappearance enacted to make room for an ordinary,
undramatic scene, it is the purely real — duration alone, shown for itself
alone — that catches the viewer’s eye.
The shadow is consequently anything but the minor form that
Roberto Casati sought to make it in his book Découverte de l’ombre.8 The
shadow is what makes it possible to show how time can be taken away and
duration given. In this respect, the shadows that punctuate Claerbout’s
work are not those “short shadows” that Walter Benjamin talks about,

7. Roberto Casati, La Découverte de l’ombre, Paris, Le Livre de Poche, 2003.
8. Roberto Casati, La Découverte de l’ombre (Paris: Le Livre de Poche, 2003).

8. Walter Benjamin, « Brèves ombres », Œuvres II, Paris, Gallimard, 2000, p. 354.
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those shadows that, appearing at noon, “are no more than the sharp,
black edges at the feet of things, preparing to retreat silently, unnoticed,
into their burrow, into their secret.”9 On the contrary, they are forms
that stretch at length over the real, are crepuscular shadows that seem
capable of drawing the entire world, with everything it contains, animate
and inanimate, into their darkness. Claerbout has opted to show this
seizure and offering of time using an artistic form that became known, in
Europe in the 1990s, as “exhibition cinema.” None of his works have been
shown in movie theatres, but exhibition spaces have given them a home.
In this artistic effort made with galleries and museums in mind, a different
relationship with duration comes into play. For it is in such places that
visitors, henceforth transformed into flâneurs, give themselves over to a
non-static visibility, to a dynamic and moving encounter with the moving
image. And this becomes another way for them to dwell within duration,
to take their time.
[Translated from the French by Donald McGrath]
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9. Walter Benjamin, “Short Shadows.” in Selected Writings, Volume 2: 1927-1934, ed. by
Michael J. Jennings, Gary Smith; and Howard Eiland; trans. by Rodney Livingstone et al.
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(Cambridge, MA, and London: Belknap Press of Harvard University, 2005), 202.
Thierry Davila is a curator at the Musée d’art moderne et contemporain (MAMCO) in
Thierry Davila est conservateur au Mamco de Genève. Il prépare une rétrospective de

Geneva. He is currently preparing a retrospective on Claerbout’s work that will open at

David Claerbout qui ouvrira au Mamco en juin 2015. À paraitre en 2014 aux éditions du

MAMCO in June 2015. In 2014, Éditions du Mamco will publish Gordon Matta-Clark: Open

Mamco, Gordon Matta-Clark : Open House (en collaboration avec Sophie Costes et Lydia Yee).

House, written by the author with Sophie Costes and Lydia Yee.
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